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WEATHER FORECAST
Rain or Snow Tonight and

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It'a 83

Probably Sunday

VOL. XXXII

No. 88

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 191 1
FLYING

MEET AT TAMPA

MANTLE OF WHITE

LEFT $500,000 TO CHARITY
Vienna, Feb. 18. The will of Baron A
Albert S. A. de Rothschild, head of
the Austrian branch of the Roth
child house, was filed for probate
yesterday. It bequeaths $500,000 to
be
will
charity. The distribution
left to the
discrimination of the
I
baron's sons. Baron de Rothschild
died February 11. The small be
quest to charity has caused disap- TO PREVENT polntment here, as it had been ru BANDITS
HOLD UP TRAIN
PASSAGE OF RECIPROCITY
SOUTHERN RAILWAY, MAKmored, be would leave at least $2,000,000 to charity.
MEASURE
ING $700 HAUL

DEMOCRATS PLOT

Several of
Tampa, Fla., Feb.
the prominent aviators who have beeD
filling engagements this winter In the
south and In Cuba have arrived In
TO
Tampa to take part in the big avia
tion meet which is scheduled to begin
tomorrow. The meet will extend over
four days and will form a feature of
the great census celebration and carnival that has been in progress here
TERRITORY VISITED LAST NIGHT for a week.
MAY FILIBUSTER

COVERS ALL OF

FORCE EXTRA

BY

BIG SNOW

VICTIMS

EXPRESS

ROBBERY IN

ES

NEW MEXICO

AND TODAY

BOLD

CITY EDITION

GEORGIA

WEDDED

AT

OTTAWA

Ottawa, Ont., Feb. 18. A large and
WORTH MILLIONS OF DOLLARS fasionable assembly filled Christ THEY HAVE A SELFISH MOTIVE
Church Cathedral this afternoon at
the wedding of Miss Edith Wade,
ABUNDANCE OF MOISTURE COULD
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Races- - WOULD COMPEL TAFT TO "MAKE
NOT HAVE COME AT BETTER
ter Wade, formerly of Winnipeg, and
GOOD" IN HOPE OF DEMOR- W. F. C. Devlin, son of Mr. and Mrs
TIME OF YEAR
ADZING REPUBLICANS
.

R.

P. Devlin.

ARMY WEDDING IN GOTHAM
New York, Feb. 18. The presence

OVERPOWERED

1. 1

NEVER

RECOVER

.

,

nasumgion, reh. is. That none
of the plague stricken
of
people
China, recover, was reported to the

MADERO IS READY
TO GIVE BATTLE

American National Red Cross society
in a telegram received yesterday from

American Consul General Wilder at
Shanghai. The Japanese have check
TO
ed the plague In South Mukden, but
the remainder of Manchuria is be
ing ravaged. The pestilence is spread LEAVES GUADALUPE
WITH
lng in Shantung. A dozen doctors are
PICKED MEN, TAKING UP
dead. Reports from Harbin, Mr. Wil
IN MOUNTAINS
der says, show 150 deaths daily.

FEDERALS

ON

-

STORM

Tit

THE AGENT

of numerous army officers in full dress

uniform gave a brilliant setting to the IN POSSESSION OF REMOTE STA- wedding in the Church of the Heaven
TION, THEY DISPLAYED
ly Rest .today, when Nancy Evelyn
STOP SIGNAL
of Mr. and Mrs.
Harris, daughter
William Hamilton Harris, was marto Lieutenant John M. McDowell, TREASURE
HEARINGS LIMITED ried
BOXDYNAMITED
U. S. A. Lieutenant
McDowell be
longs to the Fifth Infantry- now staAFTER ORDERING CREW TO PRO
COMMITTEE
FIXES tioned at Pittsburg, N. Y.

RAILROAD SURRENDERS

RAINS

LAND

300

DELAYJTHE REGULARS

Denver, Feb.

18. Through the ef- the widow of E. H. Harriman
and with the aid of government of

fors of

ficials in Colorado, 2,000 acres of land
In

700

SOLDIERS
MAKE SLOW
FORCED

FROM

JUAREZ

PROGRESS

ON

MARCH

Nevada, said to have been' fraud
obtained by the old Central
ulently
FALL HERE OVER 10 INCHES
PUBLIC
Pacific railroad, have been deeded REBELS BITTERLY PROTEST
ARIZONA MURDERER GUILTY
back to the government. Negotiations
Globe, Ariz., Feb. 18. The Jury In
LAS VEGAS AWOKE THIS MORN- the case of
are still pending for the return of
FINANCE
Plennie Stokes, aged 20,
SOCIALIST
LEADER
DECLARES
200 acres of valuable mineral land
ING TO BE GREETED BY REAL
'
MONDAY AND TUESDAY FOR
CEED, ROBBERS ESCAPED
recently from Texas charged with the
UNITED
NO
HAS
RIGHT
STATES
near Reno. The Central Pacific has
KANSANS WANT RECALL
WINTER SURPRISE
killing of Deputy Sheriff Charles
IN DARKNESS
LISTENING TO PROTESTS
TO GUARD BORDER
since been absorbed by the Southern
Woods at Miami January 9, returned
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 18. The house
Pacific.
Mrs.
Is
a verdict yesterday of murder in the
Harriman, it
said,
late yesterday passed a resolution by
Gainesville, Ga., Feb. 18. The ex ordered her attorneys to effect a com
Washington, Feb. 18. The finance a
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 18. Reports
first degree.
vote of 96 to 22, providing for the
press safe on north bound passenger promise.
WEATHER REPORT
committee of the senate was called recall of
from Guadalupe this morning were
officials.
public
train No- 10, on the Southern Rail
Roswell, rained for two nights,
that the Insurrecto chiefs, protected
together today to consider the Mo
was blown open by four robbers
way,
now snowing with five Inches on
by three hundred picked men, have
Call bill to put into effect Canadian
WITHDRAWAL OF
early this morning at White Sulphur
ground.
gone into the mountains south of ,
It was decided to limit SIX STATES ARE
reciprocity.
'
Springs, four miles from here, and CHINA UNLIKELY
inches
of
snow,
Tucumcari, eight
there, where they intend to make a
the hearings to Monday and Tues
$700 in cash stolen. The robbers cov
Ceased.
700
federals
from
stand. The force of
ered the train crew with revolvers
Santa Rosa, eight inches of
SHEEHAN LIKELY day. Practically all the requests fof SWEPT
Juarez which marched against GuadaBLIZZARD
TO CALL BLUFF lupe yesterday, have made very Blow
and ordered them to stop. The robEnow. Still snowing
hearings come from agricultural In
bers then disappeared In the dark
Fort Sumner, five inches of
progress on account of heavy rains.
terests.
ness.
enow. Still snowing.
GOVERNOR DIX TAKES HAND IN
Before
Madero, Gonzalea and the inThe general Impression is that thfc WITHIN THE PAST TWENTY-FOUINThis train is known as the United CELESTIALS ACKNOWLEDGE
Albuquerque, rained all night.
surrecto force left Guadalupe, they
NEW YORK SENATORIAL DEAD
HOURS SNOW AND RAIN HAVE
bill will be reported out promptly,
States fast mail and runs from New
ABILITY TO COPE WITH
Still raining.
were joined by Gutierrez de Lara.
LOCK MAY LAND TOGA
BROKEN LONG DROUTH
Orleans to New York. The robbers
without
though
recommendation.
Raton, eight inches of snow.
RUSSIA'S ARMY
According to advices received today
broke down the door of the railway
t
Still snowing.
Lauro Carcamo, a captain in the Thir
New York-- vh
""ucuvo,. uuwever, ui
.i
lnu
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 18. During station at Whitel Sulphur Springs,
.Santa Fe, eight Inches of snow.
1,1
J
Chinese for- teenth Mexican federal Infantry, has
Pekin, Feb.
was given in
authoritive B ulei'sn'on on me minority side or the last 24 hours, rain or snow hag bound the night agent and then set
highly
Still snowing.
board
to
declines
eign
make
tne
a state- been found guilty at Chihuahua, of aid
to
senate,
quarters today that Governor Dlxhas
compel President T?ft covered Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Mis the block signal for the train to
Trinidad, six inches of snow.
ment
concerning Russia's representa- ing the revolutionists and sentenced
reached the belief that there Is no to "make good" on his intimations souri, Oklahoma and Texas. In the stop. As the train slowed
Still snowing.
down, the tions with
regard to the Hi province to be shot. He will be taken to Mex
Las Vegas, ten inches of snow. prospect of breaking the senatorial 0f an extra session. Some demo- - four first named states, the rain robbers boarded it, covered the mem in Chinese
Turkestan, saying that a ico City for execution.
deadlock in the New York legislature crats express the belief that an extra turned to snow last
Still snowing.
night, although bers of the train crew and then or reply to the note of M. Korotovitz,
so long as William F. Sheehan is a session would tend to demoralize
was mild. The ceeded to blow the 6afe in the ex- the
the the
temperature
Will Appeal to Labor Unions
Russian minister to China, had
candidate, and that the governor Is republican forces and directlv benefit whole drouth ridden country has re- press car.
Los
not
Angeles, Feb. 18. A socialist
been
determined
is
yet
It
upon.
New Mexico this evening is lying now eeeKing a compromise, mvoiv- the democrats in the next national ceived a thorough soaking in westA posse with bloodhounds Is on the
a captain in the. insurrecto
Is
who
not
doubted
here, however, that
under a fast thickening blanket of lng the withdrawal of Sheehan. The campaign
ern Kansas, niore than four and a trail of the bandits.
army, has declared that all labor
China's
be
surrender
will
complete.
as
is
represented
feeling
white, the result of the heaviest governor
half inches of
having- fallen in
According to reports the Chinese unions in the United states will be apand moot prolonged enow storm that that Mr. Sheehan's belief in ultimate
the last three days. The railroads
are
rankling under what are consid- pealed to to protest strongly against
has visited the southwest at this sea- success should no longer stand in
are preparing for trouble with swoi
ered
unfair clauses In the Russo-Chlne- the United States maintaining an
SPECIAL
GATES'
IS
NICARAGUA
FACES
son of the year for many winters. the way of breaking the deadlock.
len streams.
treaty of 1881 and often army as a guard along the interna
It is reported that a quiet move
At 9 o'clock this morning it was re
times have not abided by Its condi tional border. He saya the army mere
EULOGIES IN SENATE
and releases the Mexican
ported the snow storm extended from ment is under way to put the govtions,
MAKING
NO
declaring that their interpreta ly disarms
STOPS
ANOTHER UPRISING Washington, Feb. 18. Exercises
arrested in tie United
soldiers
federal
La Junta to Los Cerrillos. From the ernor forward as a compromise can
differed
that
from
tion of the treaty
commemorative of the life, character
latter point southward a steady down- didate. The long deadlock, with no
States, but arrests and prosecutes the
taken by the Russians.
and public works of the late Senators
pour of rain was falling. Later in apparent relief in Bight, has caused
The Chinese foreign office recently insurrectos. He says it is costing the.
MILLIONAIRE'S
OF
CONDITION
CAPTURE
Clay of Georgia and Dolliver of Iowa
the day it was reported the rain in supporters of William F. Sheehan to REVOLUTIONISTS
Informed
the Russian minister that it United Statea a million dollars quarSON, WHO IS HASTENING
were held in the senate this afternoon.
TOWN, BUT GOVERNMENT
terly to guard the border and that
that section had changed to snow. say they would gladly vote for a comconsidered the treaty of 1881
EAST, UNKNOWN
FORCES RETAKE IT
Eulogies were pronounced by some of
The 'snow is the tail end of a blizzard promise candidate if they could be
and intended to denounce it arter Mexico does not spend one cent to
States to keep back
the foremost leaders on both sides of
which is raging in Kansas, Iowa, Ne relieved of the caucus action. OrganiFebruary 25, that being the termina- help the United
and zation leaders, however, say a party
Oklahoma
braska. Missouri.
Topeka, Kan. Feb. 18. The special tion of a decade, the treaty providing the horde of Chinese that flock into
San Juan Del Sur, Nicaragua, Feb. the political aisle. The house has set
aside tomorrow for the holding of train bearing Charles Gates, a son that it can be denounced at the end this country from Mexico.
principle, that of majority rule, Is at 18. It is
Texas.
reported from government similar exercises In
memory of the of John W.
The snow was as plentiful as it opposition to give in to a minority
Gates, 6f New York, of any ten years, thereupon Mr.
sources that a group of revolutionists Georgia and Iowa senators.
opposition would have a bad effect
Korotovitz presented to China a list
passed through this city at 10 o'clock
on party management.
yesterday captured the small town of
of claims, including demands for a WIRELESS SYSTEM FOR
(Continued on Page Five)
this morning. Gates, who is sufferADAMS LOSES VOTES
Teustepe, but later were dislodged
dellmination of the frontier in two
blood
poisonDenver, Feb. 18. Indications of the ing from an attack of
the
forces.
by
government
Teustepe
DECISIONS
places where the boundary was disIMPORTANT
EXPECT
THE UNION PACIFIC
of
Adams' ing, is being hurried to physicians puted.
Alva
disintegration
AFFIDAVIT IN THE
Washington, Feb. 18. After a re- is about 40 miles east of Manayca,
th'.s
condition
York.
His
New
in
come
which
has
chiefly
cess of four weeks the Supreme Court the capital. This is the first serious strength,
from the "platform" democrats, was morning was not known, as the train
will meet again movement
of
United
States
the
LINES TO BE EQUIPPED WITH APEXTRA SESSION DEMANDED
against the government of seen in today's ballot for United is making no stops.
L0R1ERCASE LOST Monday. Marked public interest is
PARATUS FOR HANDLING
President' Estrada that has become States senator. The Adams vote deDenver, Feb. 18 The Colorado sendisplayed in the resassembling of the
MESSAGES ON THE FLY
ate today adopted a joint resolution
Estrada has announced clined to 15, while O'Donnel's went
"HOLY CITY" TAINTED
FAMOUS PIECE OF PAPER MYS court, for it Is generally understood known.
a
democrats
25.
7.
to
the
received
John
strict
by
party vote,
Speer
that the highest tribnual Is about since the fire and explosion in the up
ACDanville, 111., Feb. 18 Hoopeston,
IDISAPPEARS
TERIOUSLY
Grass of Trinidad, republican, receivNew York, Feb. 18. That the Union .
favoring it, requesting President Taft
in
whose
decisions
down
Monhand
its
as
to
City,"
the
known
"Holy
ready
government barracks here last
CUSED SENATOR TO SPEAK
extra
an
to
of
ed one vote.
session
call
congress
Railroad plans to equip Its enPacific
the Standard Oil, American Tobacco, day, that he had information of a
mayor draws a salary of fifty cents a to correct the "known
in
unequalities
withcases
serve
other
several
and
aldermen
tax
tire system with wireless apparatus
corporation
year and whose
against the government
The house undoubtedly
the tariff."
Washington, Feb. 18. The famous in which issues of the greatest im- conepiracy
will be Investigated
out
remuneration,
for sending messages from moving
will adopt the resolution Monday.
affidavit in the Lorimer case, relative
involved.
are
NEW
MEXICO
Monday. It is statPRESS
the
portance
grand
by
jury
trains to stations along the line, is
to the deposit of money by State Sen
WAR FLEET MANEUVERS
as much money has
that
ed
nearly
senDr. Frederick Milloner,
announced.
ator Holtslaw, introduced in the
Washington, Feb. 18. The navy
been used election time In that city
IS FORSTATEHOOD
ate by Senator Cummins, while Sen
electrical
of
expert in the
Omaha,
for
as in Danville.
department has approved plans
ator Bailey was making his speech PLUNGES ELEVEN
is now in New
of
the
railroad,
employ
in
the spring practice of the ships
on the Lorimer case last Tuesday,
ONE HUNDRED
NEWSPAPERS
wireless
The
York
telephone
City.
the Atlantic and Pacific. The torpe
ROCKEFELLER'S COUSIN DEAD
has been lost. Mr. Bailey stated in
TO WIRE ENDORSEMENT
HAVE
SOME
SENSE
will
be esstations
Two
will
used.
be
18.
bedocuDEATH do boat fleet in the Pacific will
Joseph
STORIES
South Bend. Ind., Feb.
the senate today that when the
CONSTITUTION
OF
tablished this summer, one at Sidney,
cousin of John ix
O. Rockefeller,
ment came to him, he handed it 10
gin practice March 17 and the Pa
the senator
Mr.
cific fleet proper will commence its
Tillman, that
Rockefeller, died at his home here
Neb., and the other at Cheyenne, Wyo.
SOREDENOUNCE ATTEMP OF
Santa Fe, N. M... Feb. 18. A
METHOD OF SUI- work April 1, either in Santa Barbara
turned it over to some other senator SENSATIONAL
yesterday at the age of 90 years.
movement was started today by Mr. Rockefeller was born in Pennsyl
HEADS TO DEFEAT APPROVAL
The
and it passed into general circulation,
channel or off San Diego.
CIDE CHOSEN BY CHICAGO
TRAMP HURLED A BRICK
New
the
of
Mexico,
espouspress
mercame
OF CONSTITUTION
fleet will begin its spring prac
vania and was one of the pioneer
with the result that it never
REAL ESTATE MAN
democraand
both
New York, Feb. 18. Angered when
republican
chants of this city. For many years
tice April 1 on the southern drill ing
back, either to Mr. Bailey or to Mr.
to
wire
tic
President
principles,
he lived In Cleveland, O.
Cummins. The Texas senator exgrounds off the Chesapeake capes.
Roswell, N. M., Feb. 18. G. E. refused alms at the door a disheveled
Taft on Monday next their en'
Chicago. Feb. 18. W. T. J. PlumCavln,
pressed the opinion that the paper
tramp hurled a brick through one
president of the Roswell
a real estate dealer, jumped
dorsement of the constitution for
followhad been accidentally dropped into mer,
sent
the
League, has
of the library windows of Miss Helen
from the eleventh floor of the Chamthe proposed new state. The ensome senator's desk.
AT
IS
ing telegram to Congressman C- - W. Gould's Fifth avenue residence last
STATES
WRECKERS
UNITED
TRAIN
and
Commerce
of
ber
dorsement
will
be presented by
building today
Senator Lorimer gave notice that
Hamlin, of Missouri, at Washington: night. Miss Gould was in an adjoin
was instantly killed. Plummer's body
one hundred .daily and weekly
he would again address the senate
Hon. C. W. Hamlin, House of Rep- ing room and was unhurt, but Mrs.
convers
were
who
EAST newspapers in the territory, and
WORK
AFTER REBEL LEADERS
next Wednesday on the question in hit two salesmen
resentatives, Washington, D. C.
Edward Scholes, standing near the
in each Instance, will quote the
rotunda. Both were knockvolved in the charges of bribery in ing in the
and organi window, was struck squarely on v the
Individuals
"Disregard
were
ed down and stunned, but they
.majority for the constitution In
connection with his election.
READING
RETURNED' AT zations of knockers who are making bead and escaped serious Injury only
AND
PHILADELPHIA
not seriously injured.
the county or city In which the INDICTMENTS
charges of corruption In the recent because of an abundance of hair. PoDITCHED BY A
NEW ORLEANS AGAINST BON-ILLPASSENGER
paper or papers are published as
MANN LEADS FILIBUSTER
election on the ratification of the lice had not found the tramp up to
AND CHRISTMAS
proof of the wish of the people
SPIKED SWITCH
Give ue today.
HUGE BLAST TO BE FIRED
New Mexico constitution.
Washington, Feb. 18. The filibus
generally. This action will be
statehood and let us develop our mater started in the house yesterday by
Corona, Calif., Feb. 18. A mountain
taken with the view of further
New Orleans, Feb. 18. Indictments terial resources..,. When enough, of us
the of rock at Porphyry, one mile from
Mr. Mann of Illinois, against
Tamaqua, Pa., Feb. 18. A success
President
Taft
and
convincing
BURNS
HUGE ELEVATOR
returned today by the United want prohibition we will get It. We
were
was
1
claims
ful
at
per
attempt train wrecking
Corona, will be blasted on March
passage of the omnibus war
congress of the falsity of the States grand Jury against Manuel were
18.
to
Fire
Feb.
on
destroyed
outvoted
the
Chicago,
fight
bill, was continued today and the by the largest charge of dynamite petrated by unknown persons here ear
simply
charges of fraud and corruption
Bonilla, leader of the revolutionary get prohibition Into our constitution. the Calumet elevator, a
house has been tied in knots by Mann ever fired in the west Twenty-fiv- e
ly this morning when a local passenger
n
made by the
League
forces in Honduras, Lee Christmas, Vote for Statehood
3.
B. Cavin, structure, containing 600,000 bushels
and his minority republican following tons of the explosive will be used. The train on the Philadelphia and Read
C.
W.
T.
and
with the sole his chief lieutenant, Joseph W. Beer
IT.,
The majority, composed of democrats blast ia expected to release 300,000 ing railway was derailed by a spiked
of
the
League of grain, late last night, causing a
president
In view of defeating stateand Florian Dabidi, in connection with of Roswell, N- - M."
loss estimated to be $500,000. Seven
and many republicans, Is utterly un- yards of rock, enough to supply all switch, the engine plunging down the purpose
hood. That the action of the
the alleged filibustering expedition
able to make any headway. Indica- needs of the company owning the bank and burying the engineer beneath
Mr. Cavln'a message Is said to firemen were Injured while escaping
newspapers will have much weight
on the Hornet, which sailed from here have the approval of every prohibi- from the burning building, following
tions are that the filibuster will con- quarry for a number of years. The it. There is no clue to the perpetrat!
..
is acknowledged.
ors. The passengers escaped unhurt.
cost of the charge will be $5,000.
last December. ......
an explosion of grain dust.
tinue all day and into the night
tionist in Roswell.
-
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FROM LITTLE
OLD NEW YORK

New York, Feb. 18.

Ascension Me- years. The greatest Increase was recmorial Episcopal church, a neat, some- orded on the
Broadway branch above
what
brick structure in Ninety-sixtstreet, which Increased
from 9,112,575 In 1905 to 32,752,668 in
West Forty-thirstreet, between SeV- 1910.
enth and Eighth avenues, iwas the
scene of a rather unusual celebration
Some of the large clothing manuthe other day, the forty-firs- t
anniver- facturers In this city, who depend for
sary oi the Rev. John Floyd Steen's their working Jorce in the tailoring
appointment as rector of that churoh. shops largely upon girlB from the
Russian-Jewisdistricts of
When Rev. Steen took charge of the Polish and
the
lower
were
East
confronted
Side,
church forty-onyears ago, the sur- with
an unexpected predicament reof
were
a
characroundings
suburban,
ter. There were large unoccupied cently, after they had modernized their
establishments installing electric light,
spaces, small wooden cottages and a heat
and motive power. Formerly the
series of dumping grounds In the diirons
for pressing the finished garrection toward the Hudson. At that
time the congregation consisted most- ments ewre heated on stoves, but a
deal of time was lost by that
and suburbanites. great
ly of farmers
method and the manufac-facturer- s
antiquated
have
Things
changed greatly since
introduced
irons heated by
then. Now the church is almost hidFor
some
electricity.
unaccountable
den by the large buildings on all sides
reason the girls were afraid of the
of it and its pariah house, which
stands about fifty feet from the build- electrio Irons and rather sacrificed
their positions than to handle
the
ing line In the rear of the lot, Is quite
intruments that would bemysterious
lost to the hurried view. Theatres
come hot without having been placed
and restaurants are all around the
on a stove. It required considerable
church and on the opposite side of
the street a large hall is now building. coaxing and persuasion to convince
The congregation has also undergone the girls that the electric Irons are
a wonderful change. It consists now quite harmless, If handled properly,
and do their work much better and
mostly of chorus girls and other theastove-heatetrical folk and the Sunday school, al- quicker than the
flatirona.
though it Is still continued, has decreased in membership to a mere
Once more a case has come to pubhandful of children, aome of whom are
lic notice, In which two
ot
sons
or
the
daughters of members
the congregation, who now live at a boys became amateur highway robconsiderable distance from the old bers after they had witnessed a moving picture show, depicting the methchurch.
ods of the modern highwaymen. The
two youthful would-b- e robbers attackthe
During
ed two smaller boys, but were scared
evangelistic campaign in Brooklyn
noon revivals were held at the opera away before they had time to rob them
house. One day the early arrivals al of their pennies. One of the little
the theatre were surprised to find the victims! who had been roughly handled
stage occupied by a ballet dancer re- by the "highwaymen," became so
hearsing an oriental dance.
During frightened, that the doctors feared he
the morning hours the stage was al- would not recover from the shock.
And still the moving picture houses
ways used for rehearsals, but as a
are permitted to display
rewas
rule care
taken to stop the
films, which are bound to cause
hearsals eome time before the time
trouble
by suggesting imitation of the
set for the revival. On this occasion,
scenes to impressionable
depicted
was
rehearsal
continued
the
however,
a little too long. It is an interesting boya in the audience.
fact that on the following day, by a
A burglar fond of crullers, music
coincidence a large number of the
revivalists arrived at the opera house and god clothes, broke into the apartmore than half an hour ahead of the ment of a wealthy resident of Mt. Vernon the other night, feasted on half
time set for the meeting.
a dozen crullers which he found in
When the first subway line in New the pantry and then left the premises
York was opened to traffic in 1904, taking a silver cornet and a new suit
there were many
who, real- of clothes jwtth him as eouvenira.
cost
enormous
of
the tun- The burglar evidently had a cast iron
the
izing
nels, seriously doubted that the traf-fi- constitution, as he could not be found
would ever pay a fair return upon in any of the hospitals, notwithstandthe invested capital. The figures pub- ing the fact that he had eaten half
lished after the subway had been in a dozen crullers.
operation for one year dispelled all
Some malicious idiot is evidently
misgivings as to the profitableness of
the system; but even that favorable having a lot of fun at the expense of
showing was not believed to indicate Dr. John W. Hill, pastor of the Methat there would be any appreciable tropolitan Temple, Seventh avenue
increase for many years.
Yet, after and Fourteenth street. The "joker"
three years of operation the ticket advertised in the daily paeprs that
sales on one single section,
1000 men were wanted at 131 West
Ninety-sixt- h
street and South Ferry, 118 Street, Dr. Hill's home address.
were greater than on the entire sys- ine result may be Imagined. A few
tem during the first year of operation. days later the same joker advertised
During the year 1910 the ticket Bales that someone In Dr. Hill's house wantfor Jthe entire system aggregated eu 10 engage a ineatricai company
270,321,490, against 116,209,313 in 1905. and for many days Dr. Hill was over
This Shows that the traffic has more run by actors and actresses eager for
than doubled during the last five an engagement
h

d

STUPENDOUS
J

FIGURES fcff lg10 TAFT'S RECIPROCITY CAMPAIGN
CENSUS PB&Vfc GREATNESS
ATTRACTS MOST INTEREST
OF
HlS RAIL SYSTEM
COjRT DECISIONS

f

unique Controversy in new
york, relative to cleaning

thoroughfares

i

Feb. 18. A census
18. President
New York, Feb. 18.Thaf New
Washington, Feb.
Just taken toy the Atchison, Topeka Taft's reciprocity campaign Is expect York may yet turn its rivers into
& Santa Fe railway Show that at this ed to be conducred with renewed vigstreets, or Its streets Into rivers, or
time nearly 5,000 people are employed or. The feature of the week will be both, la now indicated by the atla Topeka. On the entire system of the address by Secretary of Agriculture tempt which are being made to11,000 miles of railway almoet 70,000 Wilson in Buffalo, in. which he will ward a satisfactory solution of the
people are employed by the road. This
problem which
attempt to show that the farmers of greatest municipal
Bhowa that
world ihas ever known. A few
the
of the entire payroll of the great Santa Fe is the United States' will not be hurt by years ago Thomas A. Edison advanc
distributed in Topeka. The payroll the proposed reciprocity agreement ed the suggestion that the East river
In Topeka, amounts to nearly $270, with Canada.
be entirely filled in, thus affording a
000 a month.
The Supreme Court of the United largely Increased manufacturing and
These statistics have Just been com States will reassemble Monday, follow living area for the city's congested
pleted by the road and they furnish ing a reoesa of four
Decisions population and making the solution
most Interesting material for the stu in the Standard Oil, American To- of the transportation
problem now
dent of economy and the Importance bacco and corporation tax cases are grown most acute much simpler.
underof the big western railroad to the looked for at an early date.
While such an
states and cities through which it Judge Carpenter of the United taking still remains In the future, its
operates.
States district court at Chicago is ex eventual accomplishment is euro to
The people of Topeka have known pected to render his decision in the come according to expert opinion. A
always that the Santa Fe was the lead plea of the meat packers to have the new angle has Just been added to
tng factor in the growth and impor- Indictments against them quashed or the geography making suggestion,
tance of the city. When they realize abated
however, by the proposal of the
that nearly 5,000 people are employd Count von Bernstorff, the German head of the street cleaning departby the road here, that the payroll is al ambassador, will deliver the oration ment that instead of making streets
almoet $270,000a month or more than on Wash'ngton'a birthday at the an where the river now is, that this
$2,000,000 a year, that the Santa Fe in- nual convocation
exerc'ses of the stream should be turned into the
vestment in this city reaches up into University of Pennsylvania.
streets. In other words, it is prothe millions and that improvements
Rev. John Ward will be consecrated posed to do away with the
of Wednesday as Roman Catholic bishop
and germ scattering method' of
amounting to almost
a million dollars were made here in of Leavenwonth, Kan. Two days later, cleaning the city's thoroughfares by
the year 1910 the real place of this at Scranton Pa,, Dr. Rogers Israel sweeping and .Instead to flush them
big corporation in Topeka will be will be consecrated as first bishop of every day thus eliminating the dust
such
course
granted a place equaled by none.
Protestant Epis peril. At first of
the recently-createAnd then there is another feature copal dioceses of Erie.
cleansing would have to be carried
of the Santa Fe's position in thia city.
The freedom of the city of London on by the use of high pressure hyJohn Purcell, general superintendent will be presented to Lord Minto, for drants. But so enormous Is the
of the shops of the Santa Fe in To- mer governor-generof Canada, at area to be cleaned dally that should
peka the largest railway shops in the the Guildhall Thursday, and the lord the experiments in view prove sucworld is able at this time to employ mayor will afterwards receive him at cessful, a system similar to irrigaon sight about 400 men skilled me- luncheon at the Mansion House. The tion methods of the West may yet
chanics, carpenters and shopmen of fifth International congress for study- be adopted by which water from the
all kinds. Skilled mechanics especially ing the question of the amelioration rivers might be turned into various
are needed and there is a shortage of of thp condition of the blind will meet streeta during the early morning
help In the car repair shops. It will at Cairo, Egypt, Monday. At San Se hours, thus temporarily turning them
be seen then that the Santa Fe 'would bastian, Spain, an International tour- into rivers. Certainly the slope of
bring 400 more men to the city If they ney of chess masters will begin.
many streets would make such a plan
How neccould be furnished men who receive, (Other evente of the week will in easy of accomplishment
as a whole, big wagesmen who clude the MardI Gras clehratlons in essary some such innovation is may
would support families. This means New Orleans, Mobile and Pensacola, be understood from the fact that it
that on a moment's notice the Santa the annual convention of the Presby is now necessary to clean about 24,-Fe could increase the population .of terian Brotherhood of America, at 000,000 square yards of street Burface
St. Louis; th-- i National Motor Boat which if laid out in a single aveTopeka by almost 2,000.
thoroughfare
On the Atchi: on and coast lines of Show, in Mat'ison Square Garden, New nue would make a
the Santa Fe the real meat . of the Tort; the unveiling of the Jefferson more than 2,500 miles in length
system 56,846 men are employed. The Davis monument In New Orleans; the Farmers Dominate Pricel of Foodstuffs
Atchison and coast lines Include all annual convention of the department
While the picture of the farmers
of the' trackage between Chicago and of sunorlntendents
of the National of
the country dictating terms to the
Denver, Chicago and Albuquerque,
Education association, In Mobile; the
with
captains of industry
and Los Angeles, San Diego assembling of the Nova Scotia legisla
eo
supis
York
whom
New
liberally
and San Francisco, thence down into ture; the convention of the Interstate
plied, who are supposed to rule the
Texas and to Purcell, Okla.
Breeder's association at Sioux City;
novel,
The relation of Topeka to this big the second annual meeting of the land, may at first glance eeein
exist
an
nevertheless
is
actually
it
On
the
census.
system Is seen by the
Waiihlngton Mason'c Memorial Asso
local
a
to
mala lines of the Santa Fe there are ciation ,at Alexandria, Va., and the ing condition, according
after
protract
who,
statistical
expert
2,931 general office clerks. In Topeka Portola automobile road races In Calied investigation of the problem of the
alone 1,155 general office clerks make fornia.
high cost of living, backs up his
their headquarters here. It will be
statement
that the farmers of the
of
seen that Topeka holds about half
dominate the price of
country
today
number
total
The
number.
entire
the
ALIVE
ARE
TO
PEOPLE
most other products
and
foodstuffs
on the entire Santa Fe system comsome interesting fig
land
of
with
the
are
lines
3,341
prising all accessory
VALUE OnBRlGATION ures. He points out as an illustra
Still Topeka has almost half.
tion of this condition the fact that
On the Atchison proper there are
the prices paid to the growers of cat
7,297 shop employes. In the Topeka
Purcell THIS QUESTION ONE OF THE tle for their product have increased
shops under Superintendent
25 per cent in the past six years
MOST IMPORTANT AFFECT400
more
men
are
3,200
working and
while the prices of hogs have ad crossed the river from Long Island lowed by the Clarke with 91. In
ING THE WEST
are wanted. This gives Topeka al- 60 per cent with other meat In these two days and that only 487,-79- Philadelphia and
vanced
of
on
most half
Chicago too the
the
the entire payroll
went back. In view of the fact same names rank first and
but all
in
animals
between,
ranging
main line system. On all the lines oi
18.
second,
of
Feb.
','The people
Chicago,
that the missing ones were commut- but it is in New York
the Santa Fe 9,009 shop men are work-in- . the United States are today alive to showing increases of from
particularly
.
Similar advances are ers, it is hardly possible that they that the condition is most signifi
This gives Topeka a third of the the subject of irrigation," states Gov- to
in
recorded
cotton,
cereals, fruits and all moved to New York or other parts cant. No longer will it be necessary
entire number. The Topeka shops of ernor Joseph M. Carey of Wyoming.
other
farm
Moreover, ac and the failure to return home can to be numbered among the socially
products.
in
the
are
the
the Santa Fe
largest
With reference to the National Irrigato
this
expert, the profits of only be attributed to too much con elect here to possess a name with a
world.
tion congress, which holds its 19th cording
the past few years viviality. As a matter of fact the Van preceding it, or on which its
the
farmer
during
93
Of the general officers there are
session in Chicago, December 5 to 9
on the proper lines. Topeka has about Governor Carey adds: "The irriga- haye made him financially indepen figures in this case' have probably mixture of consonants and vowels
d
of these in the general of- tion icongrsesses have been one of the dent and he is not forced to market reversed their reputation and failed to clearly, indicate the Dutch origin. The
So enormous is the Smiths and Browns have too
hia crop at the earliest possible mo- tell the truth.
fices here.
big a
greatest factors in advancing irrigatraffic
passenger
once
as
ment
he
of
entering and leav lead numerically ever to be over
regardless
price
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe tion investigations and the promotion
was.
The prices or meat are no ing the city that it is hardly possi taken.
has improvements under way in Kan- of irrigation enterprises.
ble to compile exact figures. Through
sas which will cost the company $1,-Man Will Entertain His "Has Beens"
"The congresses do not vote money, longer made in Chicago but by the
'
the tunnels and on the ferries and
Middle
and
feeders
the
of
growers
261,000. The improvements consist of nor inaugurate the building of dams,
What is probably the strangest
more than 300,000,000 passen
buildings and yards in 27 towns. In reservoirs and canals, but they do West," says this authority. "The cot bridges
farewell
bachelor party ever given by
cross
between
river
the
ton
gers
no
annually
determine
exchanges
longer
Topeka alone the Santa Fe is building bring together scientists, experts and
a man on the verge of
matrimony
a thirteen story office building which practical men, which results in the the cost of cotton. That is done by Brooklyn and New York alone. The will
take place here next week. Ordwill cost in the neighborhood of a half education of the uninformed, and in the farmers of the South." He adds old Brooklyn bridge still retains its
asthat the farmer, having gotten the title to the most congested structure inarily such an entertainment
million dollars.
creating a sound public sentiment on
sumes the form of a dinner to the
In Kansas the Santa Fe is the great- the questions affecting the reclama whip hand on the middleman and of its kind in the world, 35 per cent
est industrial institution employing tion of the desert lands of the United consumer, is likely to keep it, aided of this travel passing over it. The male friends of the groom to be.
There will be no men invited to this
' 19,600
by the fact that the consuming pow ferries on the other hand are be
people in the state. It is fig States.
strange
lees
the
party, however. Instead the
only
coming
er
of the country is still increasing
popular, being
ured at once that Topeka has one"The irrigation question is one of
man who is to be married will enservice
branch
the
of
transportation
faster
than
its
of
power
whole
in
the
production,
fourth of the employes
the moat important affecting the states
tertain at a theater box party and
state. The company pays the em- and territories west of the Missouri According to this view the era of to show a falling off in the number
of
aiierwara
at dinner eight young
carried.
food
low
passengers
Is
for
prices
products
per
ployes in Kansas $10,600,000 annually river. It becomes a great economic
ladles with whom at various times he
in
the
States.
United
past
to
amount
manently
taxes
United
$1,250,000.
and the
Dutch Names Fast Fading Away
question to all the people of the
has been on, the verge of matrimonv.
Including the employes of the Har- States. Nothing else has done as
People Fast Disappearing
Whatever
of the aris he having been engaged to each In
the
opinion
favvey system, the Pullman company, op much to Ibring about the present
the disappearing habit seema to tocracy may be its members are turn. The
erating over the Santa Fe's lines, the orable conditions as the Irrigation con- have become chronic in. New York, now forded to admit that plain Amer ever, end hisunique party will, how
philandering, since he
various union depots, the hospital as- gresses. They have done a great work If statistics are to be believed. Of
ican names are taking precedence in is to lead number nine to the altar
oil
in
fields
California
has
but the work
sociation, the
just begun These course certain individual disappear- New York's select
society in place of two days later. .Just what the emo
and Texas, the coal mines, none of irrigation congresses should be encour- ances have been widely noticed 6f the old Dutch names
popularly sup tions of the fair guests will' be to
'
which are operated by the Santa Fe aged, supported and widely attended; late, but it was not until the city's
posed to indicate membership in the ward their host and each other is
but are leased to mining companies, and no progressive man can afford traffic statistics were made public '400." The new locator of the Social difficult to
Imagine, but the partv
the number of men in the employ to neglect them."
that the fact became known that the Register reveals the ' surprising fact itself can claim
the distinction of Inmust
reach
whom
the
Governor
Fe
100,000
Carey, after
of the Santa
disappearing business was going on that in this city
name of Smith troducing a really new idea.
while additional thousands are engag- Carey act Is named, was president of at a wholesale rate. From Long Is has come into" the;
its own, for the beared in tfie manufacture of material for the National Irrigation congress of land alone 3,249 persons vanished in ers of this cognomen'
top the society
Geo. W. Cable, the novelist, has
thousands and for the railway 1897 at, Lincoln, Nebraska, and that two days laet month. At least the list with 166
In written
Next
members.
f
'
under the nom de plume of
1898
of
at
'
Cheyenne,
Wyoming.
commuters
shbw
company.
that 491,226
figures
order came the Browne with 143, fol-- 1
"Drop Shot."
Topeka, Kan.,

NEW HAIR GOODS
"A Woman's Glory is her Crown of Hair." and to assist all women to be "Glorious" we have purchased the most complete line of
hair goods we have had. This line includes all the
new desirable styles for the different methods of hair dressing now
in vogue. It is all made from a good grade of human hair and is
thoroughly sanitary.
ready-to-we-

ar

Psyche Puffs, Clusters
20 Small Puffs, $3.00
Psyche Puffs, Clusters
16 Small Puffs, $2.50
Psyche Puffs, Clusters
14 Small Puffs. $2.25
Psyche Puffs, Clusters
. 12 SmaU Puffs, $1.75

h

e

epoch-makin-

g

d

half-grow- n

three-quarte-

d

crime-depictin-

g

of
of
of
of

Switches and Braids are
again very strongly in
Switch
favor. A
for $3.25
24-in-

Hair

Sanitary

Rolls for 35c and 50c

DESIRABLE KID GLOVES
That look, feel and wear well There are not many gloves
which combine quality, comfort and beauty and when you find
one which does your glove troubles are over. A glove must be
"cut right" from selected skins, then, "made right" or it will not
give satisiactory service.

The

is

"Eskay"
the last word
in high class

glove production.
Every detail receives tiie closest attention, insuring comfort 'and
service to the wearer.
Monarch
Black Only, $2.25

"Eskay"

Gloves,

"Eskay" Derby Gloves, Black
and Colors $1.75.
"Eskay" Nameless
Black and Colors,

Gloves,
$1.50.

'

T:

TRAOl

"Eskay" Monroe Gloves. Black
and Colors, $1.00.

MARK
PAT.

GLOVES

Of.

NEW SILKS AND DRESS GOODS
These are lines in which every woman is interested
and this season she should be especially so.
The new goods are unusually pretty with neat and
dainty patterns and color combinations. At present
Foulards are holding first place with a wide range of
colors, patterns and combinations. See these.

NEW SUITS AND DRESSES
Are now arriving- every day, and never have new
styles proved more attract! ve. Radically different from
last season's models, yet modest, neat and attractive
Some very desirable Jong coats have also been received '
We will take pleasure in showing the new
styles to ali
"
wishing to see them.

ESTABLISHED

bet-wee-

7

one-thir-

MIDWINTER CARNIVAL
Wednesday, Feb, 22

d

one-balf-

one-thir-

the

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
Given by the E. Romero
Hose and Fire Co.

Two Good Orchestras

- :-

Fine Dancing Floor

Fun for Everybody

- :.

Helps a Good Cause

Have a Good Laugh

Everybody Goes

GROSS, IIELL Y
(IncoponatBd)

WHOLESALE
yOOL.

GROCERS
HIDES and PELTS

East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuqueraue
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FASHIONS

New
York,
Feb. 18 nno-n- t
ground for embroidery.
A quickly
frocks are undoubtedly
but sketched design in
conventional
that does not mean thatpopular,
blouses will squares or circles will
form an efbe out of the running
during the com- fective yoke. Heavy mercerized cotseason.
ing
A glance at the advance
ton in colors will work
American League
wonders; silk
displays In the fashionable .hnn. win
of. the coarse strands used in
Philadelphia, Connie Mack; Chica
OC4.
all
dispel any erroneous notions in that
eo, Hugh Duffy; Detroit,
branches of decorative work, gives a
u rection.
Hugh Jen
There have been pretty
nings;
delightful touch- Washington, James McA'c-er- ;
"THE ALBUQUERQUE MAIDENS
XT
u.
".uBes m otner
"one Hal Chase; Cleveland. AMERICAN LEAGUE TEAM WILL were they more seasons, but never
The elaborate lingerie
and net
IN LAST NIGHT'S
charming than at this frocks
James McGuire; Boston.
Patrick
which are figuring among the
time. The most adorable
JOURNEY TO PACIFIC COAST
models
GAME, 27 TO 9
"Donovan; St Louis, Roderick Wal
may be found in the bi sfoon. nrt advance models displayed by the
TO TRAIN
lace.
ureir prices vary a great deal ar. fashionable shops give one the idea
Defeat was handed out to the
National League.
girls'
me materia a and trim. that the next summer season's styles
eD.
18. The van
.Boston, Mass., r
Frank Chance: Brooklyn
basketball team of the
will be famous for their
Chicago,
nnngs
used.
simplicity aL
Albuquerque William
' Pittabure.
guard of players of the Boston
Dahlen:
Fied
one may find
thougi
high, school last night by the damsels
occasionally
mst
a
year
color
of
(ouch
1,
Clarke;' Philadelphia, Charles Dooiu; American League team, accompanied inio
who represent Las Vegas High. The New
many of the blouses and this some charming model of demure sim
club officials and others, number
by
John
St
York,
McGraw;
Louis,
year the color note is even more pro- plicity. In the fine lingerie models
final score was: La Vegas, 27; Al- Roger
Bresnahan; Cincinnati, Clark ing nearly forty persons, started from nounced, the result
open work embroidery plays an imbeing extremely
this city this afternoon on a spring
buquerque, S. The Albuquerque girls Griffith; Boston, Fred Tenner.
portant role, being used freely with
attractive.
Last
summer
the color lace
training trip that has never been ap element
were sweet and dainty. But
Eastern
and other hand embroidery, and
into
they
crept
white
blouses
in the completeness of its
were outclassed by the Las Vegas
one
John Ganzel; Buffalo, proached
often
finds bold open work dethe
through
medium of embroiderv
the distance traveled,
on comparatively heavy linen,
or in the fine imported cottons
maidens, who stood several inches George Stalllngs;
signs
Baltimore, Jack arrangements,
and
the comforts provided for the players
French lawn or batiste.
in which a colored
higher in gymnasium shoes. The Al- Dunn; Newark, Joe McGinnity; Pro and the
design apof the undertaking. linens
expense
The lower part of the skirt
on
buquerque glrla might well be called vidence, Jimmy Collins; Montreal,
a
peared
white
for
ground. These ef
Half a dozen other players will join
U.
fects are again shown this season, example, may be entirely or the
Midgets. To further carry out the Ed McCafferty; Toronto, Joe Kelley;
York
tomorrow
in New,
and
the
party
likeness to one of the "well known Jersey City, Jack Ryan.
but something newer Is the little heavier linen, weighted with
heavy
the rest of the team will be picked
American Association.
brands"
or hem or inserts of finest cot- embroidery, while the rest of the
"fifty-seve- n
they played
which city the yoke
from
in
Chicago,
up
Joe Cantillon; St.
ton marquisette or voils in
save for trimming
varieties" of basketball. At times
Minneapolis,
color, a frock,
motifs, may
whole delegation will start westward
be fairly
Michael Kelly; Milwaukee,
French
blue
a
and
they would display bursts of team Paul,
soft
cobwebby in its- fineness.
pink being the
in the "Rex Sox" Special" next Mon-- j
work that made the crowd hold its Jimmy Barrett; Kansas City, Daniel
'
turner mea frequently developed
coloring most often repeated.
shows very sheer lingerie
One sees such models
breath. Both the forwards, however, Shay; Louisville, Del Howard; Co- day.
everywhere
material,
The objective point will be Redon
were short in stature.
They were lumbus, William Friel; Toledo, Harry do Beach, near Los Angeles, where and with innumerable variations. One veiling bold embroidery in open work
pretty white blouse is of sheer im and raised embroidery, the latter
opposed by girls of equal ability who Hinchman; Indianapolis, Jas. Burke. the
players will have their first work- - ported French
Southern League.
lawn, a material which showing frankly, also in trimming
possessed the advantage of superior
ous in preparation for the long ser
in the desirable qualities is preferred uauus or motifs. Heavy lace too are
height. This materially held down 'New Orleans, Theo. Breitenstein
will
be
ies of exhibition games, which
used for contrast with the sheer
Mobile, William Holmes;
Atlanta,
Albuquerque's score.
soft
the stops on the return by many blouse makers to handkerduring
played
chief linen, because it is softer and lingerie materials and like the
cord, which is girded above the waist
But the victory of the Las Vegas Otto Jordan; Chattanooga, William
heavy in
On March 26 the team will
Journey.
the classio fashion and tied into INSPECTION
while
Bernhardt
sheerer,
will
William
not
embroidery
must
be
accredited
girls
wearing admirably.
drag a soft fulled
entirely Smith; Memphis,
OF H
divide into two squads, one of which
to superior height. They displayed Montgomery, Joe Dobbs;
Birming will return east over the northern The design was simple. The cuffs skirt down into the approved straight a knot, with two long ends and tassleeves showed and narrow lines. Irish lace Is lav- sels at the front or side-good team work and their forwards ham, C. Molesworth; Nashville, Wm. route and the other over the south of the three-quarta band of French blue cotton voile ishly used, having
Another appealing Suggestion for
made some extremely difficult and Schwartz.
apparently quite
COMPANY APRIL 1
ern route. The first squad will play between
narrow bands of real Irish regained the popularity which seemed a girdle-t- o
define the approved high
Western League.
sensational baskets from the field,
exhibition games in Reno, Salt Lake Insertion. A
waist is shown in a model of
shallow round yoke run- for a time to be waning.
Des
Sioux City,
i no team nas improved greatly in
Jay Towne;
City, Grand Junction, Pueblo, Denver, ning down a little
chiffon in ivory or pale NEW
in the middle
Venetian
way
playing strength since its last game, Moines, George Davis; Lincoln, (not Lincoln, Omaha,
which
lace,
has been one
MEXICO NATIONAL GUARD
Sioux
City and front In a narrow
green. The girdle is made of broad,
of the greatest favorites
was
tab
set
a week ago last night
into
selected) ; Omaha, W. A. Rourke; To-- Chicago.
fill
TO BE PUT THROUGH PACES
the
during
The second team will
the blouse by a line of the Irish In- winter, is applied to the cotton
The preliminary to the main con peka. Fred Moore; Wichita, Frank
mar- exquisitely supple gold and green tisdates in Yuma, Tucson, El Paso, Ok
BY REGULAR ARMY
sue ribbon, with a "pattern" of bold,
"and around tlie top of the quisettes, voiles, lawns
OFFICER
sertion,
test proved to be one of the best Isbell; St.. Joseph, Jack Holland; Den- lahoma
and
linens, gold
City, El Reno, Wichita, To- close
medallions.
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collar
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a
standing
line
Hendricks.
Jack
basketball
ever
games of
though usually in combination with
played in ver,
peka, St. Joseph and Kansas City.
On April 1, a
of the insertion.
Turbans and bonnets for theater
white buttons other laces and In motifs set in with
Las Vegas. The Pirates opposed the
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Pacific Coast League.
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a
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wear
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by
other
Orientals for the third time this sea
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of
marvels
Oakrather
than
in
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Portland, W. P. McCredie;
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beauty.
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They
seventy-fivpersons on the center were set down the front
of the Department of the Colorado,
son and went down to defeat by the land, Harry Wolverton; San Fran- - proximately
large quantities.
Then there are are fashioned of metallic nets and
its long Jourpey across the continent. of the blue
conand
its tablike
score of 39 to 31. This gives the cisfco, D. W. Long;
yoke
certain heavy and effective Russian laces. Jeweled wings or aigreta are win oegin the annual inspection ot
Sacramento, It will
be the most luxuriously tinuatlon.
and filet and Bruges and Cluny and Placed at the side. Some silver or the companies of the New Mexico
Orientals the city championship out Charles Graham; Los Angeles, W. H.
and decorated train that has
equipped
There are also white blouses whose Italian laces which contrast
net capuchons have, scarlet satin National Guard. The two companies
side scholastic circls. So close was Berry; Vernon, H. Hogan.
ever served to carry a party of base
piquant gold
in Santa Fe will be the first to be Inand
shoulder
sleeve
sections
upper
the playing that the two teams
Iy with the vaporous Btuffs and are wings placed flat at the side.
New England League.
ball men in this or any other country. are in colored
spected after which Company H, ot
voile or marquisette, usually softened by quantities of fin
struggled for nearly five minutes at
and evening Las
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hosiery
Worcester, Jesse Burkett; Lynn, F. The trip will occupy eight weeks and
Vegas will be inspected on the
little
hems
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em
of
while
touches
the opening of, the first half before
er lace, preferably Valenciennes, al s'ippers is delightful to the woman
Leonard; Lawrence, Louis Pieper; will cost not far from $15,000.
a basket was thrown. The first half Brockton, Steve
In the same color appear though mallnos and other laces not of fashion. , The finest of silks are evening ot April 6. The Inspection
broidery
officer will be accompanied by AdFlanagan; Fall River,
ended with the score 15 to 9 In favor John
elsewhere. Many pretty little Dutch tardltionally associated with lingerie inset with
lace, studded jutant General A. S. Brookes,
H.
O'Brien;
Haverhill,
In
of the Orientals. In the second half William.
neck blouses are made with 'Jhe materials are also used. As no one with beads and pearls and beautiful command of the New Mexico miliJames
Hamilton; Lowell,
-embroidered.
and
the Orientals got a bad scare, the Gray; New Bedford, Tom Dowd.
The
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dreams of tubbing a fine lingerie ly
trimming extends tary forces, and Colonel EJ. C. Abpeasant sleeve and with.' neck
rather wide . lace frock nowadays the old trimming well to the knee In many cases.
sleeve finish
Pirates almost succeeding In catchWINTER BUGS
bott, commanding officer of the First
Three I League.
bands bordered by hems of plik or rules and regulations may be laid
Evening dresses may now show the regiment.,
ing up with them, but by fast playRichard Smith; DuSpringfield,
a
In
seen
and
was
what
once
aside
of
shop,
crown
One
blue.
considered
these,
of the shoulder. This "court
The various companies will be Ining, they pulled out of danger. Ellis
Clarence Rowland; Rock IsJoe McGinty is going to take his had the pink hems and Irish lace an offense
the eternal fitness decolletage" Is reminiscent of Em- spected in olive drab service uni
against
and Koogler, the opposing forwards, buque,
N.
land, (not, selected); Bloomlngton, Newark ball tossers to Lakewood,
bands and had also a band of the of thlrigs, is now permissible.
press Eugenie's time. A fichu of airy forms, including russet shoes and
did some star playing. Webb and
Robert Kennedy; Danville, Jack Mc- J., to train for the coming baseball pink running from waistline to bust-lin- e
Whether
new
tulle la draped over the shoulders heavy
the
skirt
invented
by
the
of
marching equipment. The
Lorenzen, respectively captains
Davenport, Dan O'Leary; Pe- season. Joe does not believe in pay
up the front, set into the white a famous French designer will at- and brought' to the front under a companies will be graded upon at
Pirates and Orientals, also played ex- Carthy;David Rowan; Waterloo, Frank
that
out
for
adornmoney
something
ing
big
tract the same amount of attention cluster of flowers.
blouse with narrow lace and
From the two oria,
tendance, condition of equipment and
cellent basketball.
Boyle.
(This circuit will probably be the players can get right near home, ed with white flat crochet buttons as the "hobble," remains to be seen.
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
The minimum strength of.
efficiency.
teams that played last night could be
ohanged.)
But one would think the "harem"
having pink in their centres.
the companies In enlistment shall be
picked undoubtedly a team that would
Fred Westervelt of Washington has
Voile and marquisette are the fav- contained even greater humorous pos
Ohio and Pennsylvania League
t.
Of these sixteen are ofmake the beet basketball aggregation
J. H. Far orite materials for lingerie blouses sibilities for the
President
with
a
Geo.
BISHOP GALLAGHER 65
position
Mansfield,
Lee
Fohl;
Akron,
funny paragrapher
commlsloned and
ficers,
1n the southwest take notice.
Fred IDrumm; Newcas rell of the New York State League, this season. First of all, they are than its predecessor. The "harem"
18. Right
Feb.
Galveston, Tex-- ,
are privates.
sloned, and forty-tw- o
The largest crowd that has turn Fox; Canton,
Wm. Gilbert; Westervelt will umpire. He has work durable. The meshes are woven in resembles the garment worn by Turk- Rev. Nicholas A. Gallagher, bishop
Joe
Erie,
Sugden;
tle,
the
witnessed
Adjutant General Brookes has just isseason
out
this
ed
fabAt
South
and
ed
in Texas, Virginia
ish ladies. It is a divided skirt, but of the Roman Catholic diocese of Gal- sued General Orders No. 2, which con- William Phillips.
loose, Btrong patterns, and the
game. Much enthusiasm was unbot- Youngstown,
lantic leagues. Westervelt is said to rics can be washed over and over so subtly are the divided parts merg- veston, will celebrate his sixty-fifttain matter relative to "the coming
The
Central League.
visiting
tied during the evening.
be In line for a National League again without the slightest evidence ed into the upper portions and so birthday anniversary
tomorrow. He inspection.
team was given generous applause.
South Bend, Edward Smith; Day berth. Tom
Lynch will keep an eye of wear and tear. Then again, they gracefully draped are those divisions was born in Ohio, received (his educaMen and officers of
H will
This afternoon at 2 o'clock the ton, Punch Knoll; Fort Wayne, James on him
summer.
this
are wool, which isi one of the requi- that the general outlines of a flow- tion in Cincinnati and spent the make an effort this Company
team
to pass the
Terre
and
the
Joe
year
girls'
Raldy;
Albuquerque girls
Casey; Zanesvllle,
and
Voile
sites for summer frocks.
career in the best inspection in the
ing skirt are preserved. The "harem" whole of his early
of the Normal, were scheduled to Haute, Eddie Wheeler;
Wheeling
history of the
are inexpensive and skirt is designed for Indoor and out- church in his native state. He came
Third Baseman Eddie Grant, who marquisette
A
A
A.
company.
preliminary Roy Montgomery; Evansville,
play at the armory.
to come in double width. The square door wear upon all sorts of occasions. to Galveston as administrator of the
has finally signed his contract
game between the second teams of Grant; Grand Rapids, Dr. Harley
with the Reds next summer. mesh of either cotton voile or mar- The monastic girdle is much in favor. diocese in 1882 and succeeded to the
play
was
Best draught beer In the 'city, at
also
the Highs and the Normals
Parker,
says Griffith got all the best of the quisette forms an excellent back It is merely a heavy silken or metal bishopric ten years later.
the
Lobby, of course.
arranged.
New York State Lejague
last falL
trade with the Phillies
W.
J. Clymer; Albany, Bates is a sweet
Wllkesbarre,
batter, according to
&2
John Jacob Astor Is the Inventor William Clarke; Syracuse, Ed Ashen-bacGrant
and
admits that he is
Grant,
of a bicycle brake, a pneumatic road
Utica, Charles Carr; Elmira, some help- on a team himself. It
3
1
Improver and other useful mechan- John C. Calhoun; Troy, Charles Doo- - looks as If the Reds should make
isms..
Monte
Cross;
Scranton,
ley;
good the coming year at that.
Harry Lumley.
South Atlantic League.)
A CORROBORATION
Because a fellow townsman, EdJames
Augusta,
Fox;
Columbus,
ward Mullarney, a student at Mount
Is
Lipe;
Macon,
Thomas
Stouch;
Perry
St. Joseph's College, Baltimore,
Of Interest to East Las Vegas Readers
'
Columbia, Fred Cavender; Jackson- captain of the baseball team of that
rffffii-'"'-- "
Ed school, Dick Padden,
and
Kohlie
Charleston,
Miller;
ville,
ill
For months East Las Vegas citizens
Savannah, George Magoon; Cy Morgan, twirler of the Philadelhave seen 'in these columns enthusias- Ransick;
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Harry
Albany,
phia Athletics, both of Martins Ferry,
Pills
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tic praise of Doan's Kidney
e
across
the river from this city, have
League.
Would
East Las Vegas residents.
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ID iiBTil.il
to coach that team this seah
Hank
agreed
Ramsey;
Altoona,
these prominent people recommend a
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Al Selbach; Lancaster, Marty
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Harry Barton;
Reading,
Hogan;
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their
confirm
Would they
SHE STAYED IN BED
York, Curt
Heckert;
George
Trenton,
after years had elapsed If personal Weierand: Johnstown, John T. Grif
Ingram, Texas. "Ever since I beUnA
iha rpmpdv'
C uai nnt chnvn
it i
a woman," writes Mrs. E. M.
F.
came
Peter
Cassldy.
Wilmington,
fin;
'
No
to be worthy of endorsement?
Evans, of thia place. "I suffered from
Virginia League.
so
stronger proof of merit can be had
I
Joe
Petersburg, womanly troubles. Last fall, got
than cures that have stood the test Danville,Busch; Laughlin;
for
bed
in
nearly
Frank bad, I had to stay
Roanoke,
of time. The following statement Henry
Sul- a week every month. Since I have
James
Richmond,
of
Shaughnessy;
should carry conviction to the mind
taken CairduL I feel better than I
livan; Lynchburg, Otis Stocksdale;
every East Las Vegas reader.
have for years." You can rely on
Charles Babb.
i V, V"
"m
Charles O'Malley, 713 Main avenue, Norfolk,
Cardui. It acts on the womanly or'
Connecticut League.
to
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "In 1907
and
the
regain
3ystem
helps
Frank McPartland; gans
Waterbury,
1 publicly recommended Doan's Kidney
Ita normal state of health, in a natTom
Bridgeport,
Connery;
Pills and at this time I can corroborate Hartford,
ural way. Prepared especially for
H. E. McCann; Springfield, JackZel
the statement I then gave In their
women, it prevents womanly pains by
Britain, M. D. O'Neil; Northon the cauae, and builds up
favor and say that I have bad no fur- ler; New William
JOINED,,. BON- D-Luby; New Haven, acting
ampton,
ther need of medicine. I obtained Clarence
womanly
strength In a natural way.
WinkFred
Holyoke,
Foster;
Center
timm
Brook Disriiuww
Doan's Kidney Pills at the
Purely vegetable. Mild but certain
ler.
then
cure
the
and
tortMOH
in action. Try It.
ORDER THROUGH
County, khW0
Block Pharmacy
Western Association.
effected has been permanent'
Fort
Smith,
50
Joplln, Tom Hayden;
Remember the Name
For sale by all dealers. 'Price
Rig'gs; Muskogee, C. L East; Foley's Honey and Tar for all coughs
Art
Buffalo
Co..
Foster-Mllbur- n
cents.
United Coffey vijle, Harry Bradbury; Spring- and colds, for croup, bronchitis,
w.
ave.,
New York, sole agents for the
M.
G. hoarseness and for racking la grippe
Larry Milton; Sapulpa,
substi-tues- .
.
Refuse
. field,
States.
No
coughs.
opiates.
Howard
Independence,
e
and Walker;
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cros?
Remember the name Doan
Price; Tulsa, J. H. Shaw.
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take no other.
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English politicians are no more
scrupulous than those of this or other
117
countries, and that much of the present hubbub was created expressly foi
v
PUBLISHED BY ' ,
the purpose of embarrassing the EngTHE OPTIC PCBLI8HINQ CO.
lish Liberal government. This, how"f
"
llHOORPOHiTlDj
ever, does not alter the amusing side
M.'M PADGETT......
Editor of the affair, for the gullibility of the
English public which will be deceived
by so transparent a pretense and its
lack of appreciation of a Joke conceived in the lightheadedness of a
Entered i t the Postoffica at Eaat
congressional debate add Immensely
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to swell the sum total of Joy In the
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of the latter's "persistent flouting
Advertisers are guaranteed, the
stipulations" comes like a clap
laciest dally and weekly circulation treaty
of thunder out of a clear sky to disof any newspaper in northeastern New
turb the peace of the world. Tht
Mexico.
real meaning of the threatened demamounts to a de
onstrationwhich
COLORADO TELEPHONE
Hetty Green, richest woman In either rent it or take boarders or let
laratlon of war if China resists, oi
who having at the age of lodgings.
America,
Business Office..'.
Main 2 unless the
European powers inter- 76 found the task of properly caring
"Real estate is a good thing for peoEditorial Rooms
Main 2 vene in sufficient force to prevent it
100
dollars
million
of
with little money to put their savfortune
for
her
ple
2
Main
Society Editor...'.
is difficult of explanation by stu too
for her declining ings in. But you must always watch
strenuous
dents of diplomacy in the Far East
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1911
has called her son to her the trend of building and go where
except on the theory of the moves strength
not
retired because tired of other people are going. That's the
has
aid,
of an experienced chess player in
New York World. advice I always give. Now when the
the
JV13W
.KNOCKING
MEXICO which the key to the combination is work, says
no. For she says: "I attribute MoAdo tunnels were going to be built
Oh,
made clear only in the light of the
the fact that I am well and happy to Hoboken" the Jersey town on the
The Santa Fe correspondent of the
subsequent events, the initial moves and useful at my age to having work- Hudson opposite New York where
Associated Press and Denver Repub
being merely a cloak to hide the true
confor many years Mrs. Green lived in a
lican, sends out special dispatches objective. Two things seem likely, ed hard, lived plainly, kept a clear
never
let
heart
and
flat "I knew about it beget
science
my
relative to the number of murders one being the apparent improbability
committed in New Mexico in the past that Russia would be willing to Incur hard." But Col. Edward H. R. Green, the fore it was announced so I told my
five years. The correspondent's com the enormous expense and the many son, has come to New' York from Tex- butcher and my baker over there and
parisons are such as to make it ap- hazards of a war with China to as, where his success has shown him I lent each of them some money to
ac- buy with and
they made big profits.
pear that Justice is exceedingly lax protect treaty rights of Russian a worthy descendant, to assume
to
establish
and
administration
tive
Hers a Gumshoe Charity
In the territory and crime rampant, merchants in their comparatively Ina bank, the better to handle the for"That's the way I do my charity. I
when exactly the reverse is the case.
significant trade in a Chinese prov
'
have got no use for the beggars and
Publicity of this kind, at this particu- ince 12,000 miles away in the deep tune.
From the moment when, in answer- I never give them a cent, but I do
lar time, or at any other time for Interior of Asia. The other' apparent
that matter, is exceedingly unwise. fact is based on the proverb which ing your question, "How to get rich," like to help people to help themselves
Besides It Is wholly unwarranted by has been accepted as true by common she blurts out, "By not spending,"
industrious, honest people who are
the facts. Is It any wonder that New consent in the various chancellories she pours out in more or less ragged willing to work and will not sponge
English a stream of Incident advice on you. I do a lot of that sort of
Mexico has enemies outside its own of
Europe, that when the Russian and
suggestion. Mrs. Green has none thing. I don't parade. It and it doesn't
confines?
bear starts out on a certain road he
of the natural feminine diffidence get into the newspapers, but there's
o
never 'turns back until his purposa
about telling her age.
a man and woman who have got
THE WORLD'S WONDEKS Is accomplished. Still another fact "I'm nearly 80," she says, "and I amany
home or a good business begood
to
a
as
be
corollary
accepted
might
find I get tired more quickly than I cause old Hetty Green helped them
A young friend, evidently a student the situation, viz., Russia's proverbial
used to. I'm growing to look so old over a rough spot with a loan. As
of the High School or Normal Uni- skill in the art of tergiversation not that I'm ashamed to have my pictures for
philanthropy-xhumpthis
wordversity, writes The Optic asking what to use a shorter and uglier
To look at me a lot of if is
In the newspapers.
Inspired
simply by vanthe
is "the most wonderful thing In the renders it tolerably certain that
now you would scarcely think that I ity." Then Mrs. Green got back to
the
for
reason
proposed
making
given
world."
was a handsome woman once. I had her beloved theme how she has made
The question Isn't one to be military demonstration is not the the most beautiful long eyelashes. My and
conserved her fortune.
answered offhand. But it might be true one.
hair was a golden brown, so long that
The inexperienced woman," she
this
real
in
making
Russia's
purpose
most
wonderful
the
that
suggested
I oould sit upon it. My nostrils were went on, "has a hard row in business
thing in the world isn't Niagara Falls move may probably be" found in the thin and my cheeUs were so pink and because most men think that women
more
or
or the Grand Canyon or the Mam fact that for half a century
Twenty thousand people came are fools and tre'at them in that way.
- pretty.
moth Cave, or any one of the things her great objective has been an ice- to see me when I went to Saratoga.
'
They try to take advantage of a wo
ocean.
Foiled
on
Pacific
Dort
the
usually mentioned. Much more won free
President Van Burenf Lord This and man in many ways that they wouldn't
derful are the great common things by her unsuccessful war with Japan That" here Mrs. Green rattled of a
of a man and they try to appeal to a
the vast expanse of earth and sea of her unsuccessful scheme of estab Hat of foreign notables "used to enand sky, a bit of burning wood, the lishing such a port at Port Arthur, tertain me. But I have been too busy woman's emotions. I remember once
that I had a large mortgage on a
around the aa the initial step towards extending
whisper of electricity
of late block of property
and
fighting
people
spanking
belonging to a rich
world, the bloom of roses, the scent her dominion from the Baltic to the years to think much about clothes and man in a
distant
a
city and when I
of
foundation
great
the
of violets, the mystery of dawning Pacific and
was in Chicago he came on a lony
society.
over
latter
the
control
of
and
and
love
empire
life, of hope and fear
"Now there is my daughter Sylvia
to see me. I knewi well
ocean, she may now be endeavoring who married Matthew Astor Wilkes journey
hate and devotion.
what
he wanted. He wanted
enough
Pacific
to
road
the
find
an
easier
to
Not remote and difficult to reach
some time ago. She wears corsets all me to reduce the Interest rate. I rethrough the next northern Chinese
are the real wonders of the world,
day and keeps dressed up and her hair fused to see him for three days. At
o
province to Manchuria, hoping in this frizzed and does a lot of entertainlast I did see him and the minute ne
way to avoid a clash with Japan.
came to see me a while laid eyes on me he began In a
she
When
ing.
OPERA BOUFFE ALARMS
poor
Whatever her object, it ia reasonab
ago she was so tired out with this voice:
ly certain that neither Japan nor the kind of life that she went to bed and
" 'Mrs. Green, I've come all the
The spasms now prevailing in Eng- great powers of Europe will permit
way
'
to Chicago- to see you
land because of fear of losing Canada the Russian bear to obtain a pre stayed there for two days to rest.
" 'Well, I
Prayed to Win a Suit
through the annexation of that coun- ponderating advantage in the commersnapped, 'the only people
'You see that little white cloud up I reduce interest Tates for are the
try to the United States, occasioned cial or military control of the Pacific.
by a Joking remark by Champ Clark, If China's new army, of which so there? That cloud puts me in mind of people who stay at home and work
democratic floor leader of the house, much has been said in travelers' a stained glass window I once saw and pay the interest'! And that ended
1
during the debate over the Canadian tales and news agencies, proves un- in Trinity Church. It was on a day it.
was
I
to
in
went
there
being
pray.
No Woman Suffrage for Her
of
the
reciprocity bill, partake greatly
equal to the task of blocking the
elements which, excite mirth in opere muscovlte's game, it is reasonable to sued for several thousand dollars and
Though she is one of the heaviest
it looked as if I would lose my case. taxpayers in the country, Mrs. Greeu
bouffe.
assume that other forces will be emThe spectacle would be entirely ployed either to tie Russia's hands But I prayed that if it was right for is outspoken in her opposition to
re- woman
suffrage.
amusing but for the grave manner or to render her purpose innocuous. me to lose my case, to make me
conciled, but I didn't think it was
"While the right to vote on queb
in which the English people take a
ght that I should lose. I won my tions of taxation would be an advant
joke, and but for the fact that there
CENTENNIAL
I am
CELEBRATE
case.
MASONS
religious woman. My age to me," she said, "I don't believe
some
are probably
people in England
and he taught in the ballot for women on
a
was
one
be
18
father
Quaker
will
It
over
Feb.
concerned
the
possibilWashington,
seriously
principle.
I was angry. I hold that God created men and
when
never
to
me
the
since
speak
hundred years tomorrow
ity which Clark hinted at in Jest.
a
women for different spheres in life. It
Canada may perhaps some day be- Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Sometimes I would not speak for
come an Integral .portion of this coun- Masons of the District of Columbia whole day, as I could not get over ia a woman's business to take care
of the home and fill her husband so
try. Stranger things have happened, received its charter. The annivers- my angry mood.
"I'm sure that one's soul lives after full of good things to eat that he will
because Canada has really much more ary is regarded as of such Importin common with the United State? ance that the fraternity will observe death. You remember that when be too stuffed up to go out at night
celebration, Elijah ascended into heaven he didn't and get Into trouble.
than it has with England, and be- it with a three-da"I don't approve of women going
cause England's suzerainty is main- which was ushered in today with the take any clothes with him, and as I
tained mainly by means of sentiment- arrival and reception of numerous can't take my clothes with me, why, into business except when they have
al and not practical reasons.
high officials of the order invited from I don't have fine ones." She wears to. I was forced into it. I was the
to
Canada is of little benefit
Eng- all parts of the country to partici- an old black cloth skirt and a waist only child of two rich families and
land and England is of less service pate in the observance. The chief of black velveteen. Over her shoul- from the time I waa 6 years old I
to Canada. The union of Canada and features of the celebration will be ders she wears a black cape. Her was taught that I would have to look
the United States would be entirely the formal exercises in the Belasco hat is black felt trimmed with black after the property. I used to ride
flowaround with my grandfather and he
logical and would probably be for theater tomorrow afternoon and a netting and a bunch of cheap
not
cost would tell me that the houses and
could
ers.
have
outfit
The
the
at
countries.
of
both
the best Interests
grand banquet Monday night
more than $20.
lands we went to look at would be
There is a strong feeling of loyalty New Willard hotel.
Mrs. Green Is not averse to talk- mine some
to Kngland existent In Canada. That
day and that I would have
ing. She likes to tell of her business to do the things that he was doing.
is because of the liberal policy which
PRESBYTERIANS TO MEET
experiences and pass out advice to But they didn't raise me to be arroEngland has adopted in dealing with
the less fortunate. To the Inquisitive gant and haughty like the little
Feb.'
18
About
s
2,000
Mo.,
St.
nominal
feel
Louis,
this
dependency. That
you see nowadays. Oh, no, my
ing will serve to keep Canada a Brit- delegates, representing practically ev- Inquirer as to the secret of getting
ish possession, in name at least, for ery Presbyterian church In the United rich her invariable reply Is:.
people were so afraid I would be selWomen Should Own a House
fish that they sent me when I was 11
a pretty long time.
States, will attend the fourth annual
"Buy real estate. This Is especially to a Quaker school for eight years.
If England departs from its policy convention of the Presbyterian Broth"There I learned plain but imporof liberality with Canada and seeks erhood of America, which will meet In what the woman should do. If she
to prevent the consummation of the this city next week. . They will rep- has any gumption she can watch in tant things. To be thrifty and careful,
proposed treaty, then, indeed, it is resent the four branches of the Pres- which direction a town is growing and to be Just, not to waste things and
'
possible that Canada may seriously byterian church, the Presbyterian buy there for speculation. A woman to read the Bible. That is my guide
of Ameri- and a house are a good combination still. I live by it and I try to square
States
of
the
United
consider annexation from practical Church
reasons and through the discovery can, the Presbyterian church of the
stage of the game of life. If my life by the Golden Rule. Nobody
that England may not always main- United States, the United Presbyte- a woman has a house, when she is can ever say Hetty Green played a
tain the same liberal policy toward rian church and the Reform Presby- prosperous she can enjoy keeping It. scurvy trick. A whold'lot of people
Its possession In iNorth America terian church. The total membership When she Is In hard luck the house will sneer apd be surprised to hear
of the organization is 48,000 represen- will keep her. It will give her a tool me say; that, hut it's ' true Just the
which has hitherto distinguished It
There Is ground for the belief that tatives and 870 affiliated organizations. to work with and she can always same." t know they say I am' stingy
d

-

Hetty Greco, Richest Woman,
Has Some Views on.
the Subject
and a miser, but I do my own charity
in my own way and I never owe not
even a kindness.
"It worries a lot of people because
I don't live In a big house and
keep
a raft of servants and two or three
motor cars. I don't enjoy that and I
don't see why I should put myself out
to please the public. I'm criticized
because my clothes are plain, but I'm
comfortable- - and it looks to me as If
I were about as usefully employed In
building up things as spending my
energies in having a straight front and
the newest hobbled Bkirt and worrying
about having two sunflowers In my
bonnet and whether one pointed one
way and the other the other."
When She Left Her Hoboken Flat
One of the spectacular events in
Hetty Green's liie was her removal
two years ago from her
flat in Hoboken to a
apartment la the sumptuous Plaza
Hotel.
Her daughter. Miss Sylvia,
was soon to marry and the change
was made that certain social obligations prior to the wedding might be paid
With a faded smile Mrs. Green looked over the worn tapestried furniture,
tapped her foot against the imported
rug that cost as much as a whole
year's expenses in her barrack-lik- e
quarters in Hoboken and exclaimed
decidedly:
"Yes, It's a pretty fhie place here,
all right, bu.t I can't say it's any more
comfortable than my little flat in Hoboken."
The first day she spent at the
Plaza Mrs. Green summoned a maid.
"Why, you're the fifth I've seen on
this floor," she said. "Sakes alive,
what do all you folks find to do?"
"We answer calls, ma'am," bowed
the maid.
"Well, my dear, I won't bother you
much. Hetty Green can wait on herself, thank goodness."
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The Best at Moderate Prices

At TAUPERT'S
606
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TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET

REPORTS

ers, 4.505.80; bulls, $4.25 5.25;
calves, $4.508.23; western steers,
I8.;
Call
money,
Feb.
New York,
$5.256.25; western cows, $3.25
nominal; prime mercantile paper 4
5.
45.
2
4
per cent, 'Mexican dolUrs
Market steady. Bulk,
Hogs 2,000Amalgamated 65
'Sugar 118 ibid;
heavy,.
7.107.20;
Great Northern pfd. $7.157.35;
Atchison 106
129
New York Central 11J; North- packers and butchers, $7. 15 7. 30;
ern Pacific 179; Steel 80 78; Steel light, $7.307.40..
f '
Sheep None reported on the marpreferred 119
ket today.

flONEY AND STOCKS

1--

-

1--

5--

1--

3--

WOOL

CHICAOO LIVESTOCK
St. Louis, Feb. 18. Wool Market
Chicago, Feb. 18. Cattle, 200. Mar.
Is unchanged. Territory and western
ket steady. Beeves, $5 6. 80; Texmediums, 1922; fine mediums, 16
as
steers,
4.255.50; western
18; fine, 1213.
stockers and
$4. 50 5. 50;
steers,
feeders, $3.805.80; cows and heifriETAL
ers, $2.655.75; calves, $7.609.
New York, Feb. 18. Leal and copHogs 12,000. Market slow at yesper nominally
unchanged. Silver terday's average. Light, $7.207.55;
52
mixed, $7.057.70; heavy, $6.90
7.40; rough,
$6.957.15; good to
choice,
heavy,
$7.157.40; pigs,
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
bulk,
$7.207.35.
$7.407.65;
91
18.
Wheat, May
Chicago, Feb.
Market steady. Na2,000.
Sheep
4
89
Corn,
May
July
western, $34.75;
tive, $34.70;i
49; July 50l-8- .
Oats, May 31
lambs and
yearlings,
$4.755.60;
3770';
31
58.
Pork, May
July
July
$5
western,
1697
Lard, May 940; July 93 natives, $4.906.40;
3-- 8

3--

1--

Ribs, May

947

July 927

."

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, Feb. 18. Cattle, 3,300.
No southerns reported today. Market
steady. Native steers, $5.406.75;
southern steers, $56; southern cows
and heifers, $3.255; native cows
and heifers, $36; stockers andfeed- -

6.50.

Sedentary habits, lack of outdoor
exercise. Insufficient mastication of
food, constipation, a torpid liver, worry and anxiety, are the most common
causes of stomach; troublea. Correct
your habits and take Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets and you
will soon be well again. For sale by
all druggists.

LEGGINGS

SHOES
RUBBERS
--

I

-

AT.?

..;!'

0

-

BACHARACH'S
td 'Ahfv

at-an- y

fe'

..

LIBRARY, READING and PIANO LAMPS

y

lord-ling-

v

;

The Kind to Decorate the Home

r- -

"The best investment for women, is real estate. Stocks have a
way of sometimes vanishing Into thin air.
"I have always worked hard. There's a living for every one if they
'
i
will only work for it.
"I have been too busy spanking people and fighting to think
much about clothes.
"I was beautiful when I was young. President Van Buren and Lord
Thia and That used to entertain me.
"I lived five years in the same apartment house and had the
same janitor, and in all that time I never had a fight with him.
"I don't believe in the ballot for women on principle. It is a
woman's business to take care of her home.
"I hate to see thees lazy women sitting about the hotel. They
die young.
"My poor dog Dewey, that 1 kept for twelve years and that was
almost human, died of eating too many of those highly seasoned
soups."

RCSSIA'S NEW MOVE

ELECTRIC LAMPS

ft

"How I'd Run the World

Daily Per Year, by Carrier ....$7.50
.65
Daily Per Month, by Carrier...
Russia's note to the great powers
Oi ly Par Week, by Carrier .. .15
of Europe of her intention to make
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
on the
a military demonstration
Per Year, by Mall...'
2.00 northern frontier of China because
I k Months
1.00
of

! J

v,

ffilg

DAI

f:

.;

L,,

,T,y
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MANTLE OF WHITE COVERS

The Prescripllonlst

PERSONALS
on

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring- -,
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
.in prescription filling. Every
prescription
our
leaving
8 tore is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

W. S. Cobb of
Albuqeurque is her
&

business

trip.

H. W. Brown, a
prominent commis

sion man of .Denver, is in the city.
L
. V,an.- - Time .Reed, who resides In
Alabamaa'rrlved today tor a visit to
her sister, Mrs. Fred Nolette.
Pablo Ma4 of Ocate, who had been
here visiting his children, students In
local schools, returned home today,
FrankTishler, who has been living
here for some time, left this after
noon ror Denver where he expects
to reside.
,
"wise Arnoi returned this morn
to
his
home In Albuquerque after
ing
having been here to transact business
at the headquarters of the Gross Kel
ly company.- A. T. Wood, who was here to visit
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Wood,
and attend their golden wedding annl
versary celebration, left this after
noon for his home in Ogden, Utah.
Miss Mary Black, of Greenbay, Wis.,
arrived this afternoon and will spend
a week visiting her friend, Mrs. Geo.
H. KInkel. . Miss Black is on her way
home from a visit to California.
Charles Ilfeld left this afternoon
for Albuquerque. In that city he will
be Joined by his two brothers, Noa
and Louis Ilfeld and their wives. The
party will leave tomorrow night for
an extended trip to California.
Roy A. Stamm of Albuquerque, a
prominent fruit dealer of the Duke
City, is In the. city on a brief busl
ness visit. Mr. Stamm is a lover of
aeronautics. About a year ago he
took a trip to the Eatancla valley in
a balloon.

(Continued From Page One)
At La Junta the snow
this morning had reached

was general.
Call

aeptn or Ave incnes and snow was

still falling rapidly and steadily. At

Trinidad six inches of snow lay on
the ground and the storm showed no
signs of abating. Raton this morn
ing reported eight Inches of snow
From
with no Indications of a let-uTucumcari there cornea the report
Miss Rachael Ward entertained the
that the storm had ceased there, but Sewing Club this afternoon at her
that eight inches of snow covers the home on Eighth street.
whole of Quay county. At Fort Sum
ner snow was still falling this after- The regular meeting of the Thurs
ternoon. It had already attained
day Afternoon Bridge club was en
depth of eight inches. Fol'owing tertained this week at the home of
two nights of rain, snow began fall. Mrs. Charles Greenclay.
ing in the Pecos valley this morning.
be deserving of them. The prize list
At Roswell the snowfall had reached
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Whitmore cele- is a
WINTERS DRUG CO.
long one and contains many
a total of five inches some time be brated the thirtieth anniversary
of beautiful and valuable articles. A
fore noon. Albuquerque reported
their marriage on Wednesday of this committee has been
Phone Main 3
appointed for the
steady downpour of rain all last night week. They invited a few of their purpose of learning the
identity of
which continued today.
friends to dinner in honor of the each of the masquers before lie or
Locally the storm was the heaviest event.
she Is admitted to the floor. This will
that has been experienced in several
make it possible to refuse admission
years. Old residents say 1908 furnishGeneral Superintendent J. M- Kurn to objectionable people. A king and
the last storm that came anywhere of the Santa Fe( and Mrs. Kurn, en- queen will
preside over the revelry
near equalling the fall of snow that tertained a number of their friends
A
They will unmask during the even
descended upon Las Vegas today. At at dinner Monday evening In Mr. ing and
everybody will be surprised
noon today, after snow had been fall Kurn's private car.
They left the when their identity is learned. The
Ing almost without a break since 11 same evening for their home in
affair promises to be a bigger suc
o'clock last night, the guage at the
cess than the twenty-eigh- t
similar
Normal University measured the fall
events in which the E. Romero's have
at ten Inches. On account of th
Tuesday evening Mrs. Harry W. participated.
BEEF
wet and clinging character of the Kelly entertained at dinner for Mrs.
snow this will equal a rainfall of Greene of Boston. Twelve ladies were
Girls Club Guest
PORK
over one Inch. The enow followed a present. Mrs. Greene formerly re- at Valentine
Party
rain, measuring .16 inches.
sided in Las Vegas. She has been
Miss Marie Mann entertained at a
MUTTON
and
wind
no
prevailed
Practically
here several days visiting intimate Valentine party Tuesday night the
the snow settled as it fell. It will do friends.
VEAL
members of the Girls' club. Decoraan immense amount of good. Water
tions were In hearts, which were used
CHICKENS
holes and reservoirs will be filled
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Newlee gave a In great profusion.
Anagrams and
and the farms and ranges put in the
housewarmlng in their new home on hearts were the games of the even
HAMS AND
best of condition for the beginning
Eighth street last evening. About ing. At the first pastime Miss Re- of the spring season.
BACON
twenty guests were present. Cards gina Stern won the first prize and
Snow continued to fall all day. At and music were
enjoyed by the the consolation was awarded Miss
noon the flakes came down in great
PACKING CONCERN IS
refreshments were Elizabeth Coons.
which
after
guests,
At hearts, Miss
clouds for over half an hour, dispell served.
won first prize and the
A.
JOHN.
Lucy
Myers
PAPEN
the fears of some that midday
consolation went to Miss Francis MyDECLARED BANKRUPT ing
would bring an end to the storm
ers.
were
refreshments
Thursday evening In the O. R.
Dainty
PHONE 144 AND 145.
The weather bureau predicts enow
the ladies of the Church of the served. Miss Mann's guestB were
TWO MILLION DOLLAR
TENNES for tonight and the greater portion Immaculate Conception will give a Misses, Phoebe Hart, Reglna Stern,
of tomorrow.
social and 'dance for the benefit of Frances Myers, Lucy Myers, ElizaSEE CORPORATION IN SERIThe storm caused little inconveni
the church. According to the present beth Coors, Alice Coors and Chella
OUS TROUBLE
ence in Las Vegas. The street rail
plans the affair will be one of the Van Petten.
way company experienced a little
happy events of the week.
really
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 18. The trouble early in the morning in get
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham
Tennessee Packing & Provisions com- ting Its cars over the lines for 'the
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gortner gave Gives Euchre Party
pany, a $2,000,000 corporation of first trip.; The "goat" or work car,
One of the delightful events of the
dinner Wednesday evening for Mrs.
Nashville, was thrown Into bank however, was sent out. Owing to its
W. Greene of Boston, Mass., week end was the perfectly appointA N D
Henry
ruptcy yesterday, on petition filed by pushing power it was able to open up and Miss Mary Davis. Mrs. Greene, ed
euchre party at which
J. V. Casey, Harry F. Rosnell and J. the tracks without much difficulty, who has been
visiting; here for sev Mrs. J. M. Cunningham presided as
;
J. Tierney, all of New York, repre-- after which the cars ran on their eral
days, will leave tonight for Den hostess yesterday afternoon, assisted
'
sentlng claims aggregating $237,000.1 regular schedules.
ver, where she will spend a ehort by her daughters, Miss Marguerite
Notice was served on William J.
Santa Fe trains today were uni- time before1 returning east.
Cunningham and Miss Helen Cunning
of. the comhead
Cummins,
alleged
formly on time, though snow plows
ham. There were six tables, very
TUNING,
.
were used on Raton and Glorleta
pany, at a hotel here.
will
be
enjoyed
and
cards
pretty prizes were awarded, Mrs.
Dancing
VOICING,
Petitioners alleged the concern Is in- mountains.
at a party to be held at the Com- Hallett Raynolds receiving first hon
solvent and has been for some time.
Today's storm Is of more than calcul mercial club Thursday evening. Club ors, an exquisite fruit basket of sweet
REPAIRING
man
behind
was
the
who
value to New Mexico- It Is members and their friends have been peas. To Mrs. R. C. Rankin was
able
Cummins,
the new defunct Carnegie Trust com true It was badly needed, but Its invited to be present The entertain- given the second prize, a sandwich
Small conso
pany of New York and who has been arrival was not delayed so long but ment committee has arranged to basket of marguerites.
Edward M.
known here as the prop under the that It will assure the beginning of make the affair a highly enjoyable lation prizes, or favors, of miniature
baskets of perfumed candy were pre
packing house, has been In Nash- one of the most successful seasons event of the
period.
THE EXPERT GERMAN
ville for several days. It Is said he for ranchers and farmers that New
sented each guest. Those to enjoy
storm
to
the
The
efTort
avoid
occasion were members for the
an
ever
known.
deputy
Mexico
made
re
has
the
the
was
affair
of
TUNER who is in charge
Such an enjoyable
enwho
marshal
winter
most
of
the
United States
broke one
longest
part of the older social crowd,
ception given in their honor by the
(he Learnard-Lindeman- n
deavored to serve the bankruptcy drouths In the history of the terri Las Vegas High School that the though there also were some of the
but eventually tory.
set among the guests.
Co.'s Tuning Department,
papers this afternoon,
members of the Albuquerque High younger
'
Colo
and
of
the
forward
acknowledged
came
Due
to
the
enterprise
School girls' basketball team forgot
will be in Las Vegas from
service.
rado Telephone company, bulletins the sting of defeat. The reception was Charter List of the
the 20th to 26th of Feb.
The company has been understood were obtained from all sections of held after the game last night In the Beavers Nearly Completel
Santa Fe dam of the Beavers
to be doing a profitable business of a the territory, enabling Its patrons to O. R.
C hall. After every one of Is The
10
located comfortably In Its
a
more
or
now
year.
million dollars
obtain definite knowledge by
the visitors had made the acquaint
of
extent
club rooms in the Peerless
the
handsome
of
o'clock this morning
ance of the Las Vegas people present,
hotel building irf Santa Fe. Though
You are probably aware that pneu- the storm.
All work guaranteed to
dancing was enjoyed. Refreshments
In the Ancient
but
a
from
results
cold,
monia
orders
always
be first class Leave
were served. The Albuquerque gins the youngest lodge
never heard of a cold resulting in
the liveliest
is
you
Beavers
the
Cltv.
Schaefer's
G.
O.
Drug
many
made
at
are a Jolly bunch and
"COURT WEEK IN HEAVEN"
there- pneumonia when Chamberlain's Cough
existence
In
boosters
bunch of
Store.
Remedy was used. Why take the
was the friends here- Heaven"
in
Week
"Court
It was organized by B. B. Hockaday,
risk when this remedy may be had
af
for a trifle? For sale by all druggists. subject of an address given" this
who is In this city, making arrangethe
On Shrove Tuesday evening,
ternoon by C. McReynolds, mission
ments to install a lodge of the order.
of the Seventh Day night before the beginning of Lent,
Mr. Hockaday says the charter list
How to cure a cold is a question in ary and pastor
St. Paul's Memorial
middle
which many are Interested Just now. Adventist church, at a meeting fof the ladles of
an amus- here will be completed by the
Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has Bible study held in the Sabbath Episcopal church will stage
reputation and Immense School room of the First Baptist ing production called "The Spinsters'
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER won Its great
sale by Its remarkable cure of colds. nhnrnh.
said In Mofrimnnist Club." Several of Las
Mr. McReynoldsi
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of It can always be depended upon. For
Vegas prettiest and most talented
part:
sale by all druggists.
m tne
Building Job Work a Specialty
"Decisions of the supreme court young women will participate
Opposite Optio
reg- are
Phone, Main 338
holding
Derformance.
They
because
they
Tom Lawson, the frenzier financier, are always important
uncv-uuunaer
uie
is the author of "A History of the are final. It is the highest court of nlar rehearsals
courts of Mrs. Hallett Raynolds and other
in
true
Is
This
earthly
PILLS
appeal.
CHICHESTER BHANU. A Republican Party."
"The Spinsters
and every man having a case pend ladles of the church.
VftfX. Lftdltal Ant your iruMlt for j
of fun from
full
is
Club"
Matrimonial
ing there spends many anxious hours
1111 in ilea wa uoia incwiiM.yyy
will draw
finish.
likely
It
.tow
in
definal
and
as the time for trial
oilier. Br of Tnr
Take
8
lVruirrlKL.
Ask
M
n
cision comes near. But what of the a large house.
nu-uuiCmpltmlPmld In
imlVII FIl.l.M. for Kb
IS
If n known s Bwl. Safest. Always Reliable
M
Tf
case you have pending In the court
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Lm4J
$100,000.00
Annual Ball
of heaven? And do you know it is Twenty-Nint- h
court week there now and that your of the E. Romero's Feb. 22.
time In its
Fdr the twenty-nint- h
a
case on the docket may be called
inT'Tim'.'M.t.i
Hose and
Romero
E.
the
court
is
the
supreme
This
soon?
history,
very
even-in- e
on
will
decisions
Tuesday
Fire company
court of the universe. Its
elve Its annual Washington's
are final and eternal."
Mr.
McReynolds is organizing birthday masque carnival and ball,
If your time is worth any- oiftHSM
for Bible study. He Invites The Duncan opera house will be the
thing, Sunny Monday Laun- everybody to join.
scene of the merriment and Indicadry Soap will be a boon to
tion are that everybody on both
vou. Its wonderful dirt-sta- rt
of the river will be among the
sides
If in need of trees or shrubbery see
do
The committees apto
it
enable
merrymakers.
qualities
ing
W. F. Calhoun or call at L. G.
the
department to make
assistance
by
the work with little
real estate office and leave pointed
the ball have done
for
arrangements
is
its
from you, while
purity
your order. 608 Douglas avenue.
a result the opera
As
work.
efllclent
indicated by its whiteness. It
house will be handsomely and orig
will double the life of your To horse raisers, 1 want you to see inally decorated, the music will be
clothes.
Stallion "Iowa Bob" on Henrietta plentiful and exceptionally good, the
The best is the cheapest in ranch 4 2 miles east of Las Vegas. large crowd will be taken care of with
safety and. comfort, the dancers will
the end in laundry soaps as W. F. Calhoun, owner and keeper.
be more ' numerous . and more hand
well as anything else.
i
r: w v
When In need of an auctioneer see somely, dressed than ever before and
to
be
awarded
will
WANTS
Sat
his
elegant-and
W. F. Calhoun
prizes
prices.
get
THE OPTIC'S
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
those whom the judges declare to
lsfaction taranteed.

WE HAVE

NICE LINE OF

FRESH MEAT

rl

...

'

-

,

PIANOS

ORGANS

,.

-

Minor

pre-Lent-

Frank Revell,

V

SUNNY

TALK I NQ

MACHINES
(Columbia or Victor)

rooms.

Freshmen Entertain
thq Upper Classes
An enjoyable party was that given
last Saturday evening by the members of the Freshman class of the
Las Vegas High School, when they
entertained in the Castle school build
ing the entire high school and faculty. Red and white, the High School
colors', prevailed In the decorations
throughout the halls, where
the
guests were received. In the Spanish
room, where the refreshments were
served, the dcorations were in yellow
and white, the Freshman
colors.
Articles appropriate to the persons to
whom they had been assigned were
hidden
the building.
throughout
These were found by means of printed directions which were concealed
in various, places. Much fun was
aroused during the search and after
the finding of the articles. Songs and
yells of the High School were participated In with spirit. Dainty refreshments were served. The Fresh-le- s
proved graceful hosts and hostesses and their party was the most
successful of class parties that have
been given this school
year. The
members of the c'ass are: Chella
Van Petten, Alice Connell, Julia
Ettlnger, Vivian Qulnley, Frank
Deealx Evans, Clara Tipton,
Alice Tipton, Ruth Anderson, Leslie
Swallow, Nellie Wells, Pearl
Ellis,
Edith Schoeney, Clifford Stewart,
Ruth Martin, Jesse Reynolds, Almaj
Paulsen, Robert Hart, Azella Stein,
Edward Maloney, Henry Washburn,
Frances Myers, Helen Coors, Marguerite Rudulph and Leo Regensburg.

LIMITED
DEMONSTRATION OFFER
10c for This Special

COLUMBIA
Record

DOUBLE-DIS- C

.

Mrs.

Rosenwald Is
Hostess at Two Parties
Two of the prettiest afternoon parties of the week were given Monday
and Tuesday by Mrs. Cecello Rosenwald. Bridge whist was the entertainment on both days. The Rosenwald home was prettily decorated and
presented a charming scene when occupied by many pretty and handsomely gowned ladles. Monday afternoon at the end- of play, prizes were
awarded to Mesdames Clarence Iden,
Clarence J. Roberts and I. Bacharach.
Tuesday afternoon the lucky winners
of prizes were Mrs. M. Cellers, Miss
Levy and Mrs. Reuther. Mrs. Rosen
wald was a charming hostess. ' She
was assisted In entertaining by Mrs.
W. N. Rosenthal, Mrs. W. JR. Tipton,
Mrs. A. M. Adler, Mrs. M. Cellers,
Mrs. I. Appel, Mrs. 'Johanna Vollmer,
Mrs. Graubarth, Mrs. Reuther, Mrs.
E. R. Russell, Mrs. Graaf and Miss
Goldsmith. Dainty refreshments were
served both afternoons. Mrs. RoEen- wald's 'guests were: Monday Mrs-A- .
M. Adler, Mrs. I. Appel, Mrs. I.
Bacharach, Mrs. C. H. Bally, Miss
Bertha Becker, Mrs. Mary Bearinger,
Mrs. Carpenter, Mrs. M. Cellers, Miss
Cellers, Mrs. Friedman, Miss Emma
Cohen, Mrs. John Clark, Mrs. S. B.
Davis, Mrs. George A. Fleming, Mrs
Graubarth, Mrs. Charles Greenclay,
Mrs. Goldstein, Mrs. H. W. Goelltz,
E.
Mrs. M. Greenberger, Mrs. W.
Gortner, Miss Florence Hosklns, Mrs.
H. W. Heymann, Mrs. H. M. Canter,
Mrs. W. R. Tipton, Mrs. Johanna Vollmer, Mrs. Earlckson, Mrs. Elwood,
Mrs. Graaf, Mrs. D. J. Leahy Mrs.
McClanahan, Mrs. C. J. ' Roberts,

7t?

tC7

Cjlr

VVyW'

Nc matter what I
you want it Willi

(DEMONSTRATION)

6
By special arrangement

with the
Columbia Phonograpn Company,
for a short time, we can hand you
d
a
Columbia Double-Dis- c
Record full regular size, 10
Inch 4hat you can play on your
Columbia or Victor machine. We'll
tell you why when you call. We'll
play It for you first, if you like.
And we'll give it to you FREE for
just ONE DIME to cover the cost
Of shipping and handling ONLY.
Call in the first minute you can
do it or telephone and we will
deliver It to your home by messenger.
newly-recorde-

THE

R0SEHTHM.

Opposite Y. M. C. A.,

E. Las Vegas

Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., Mrs. W. H.
Stapp, Mrs. W. B. Stapp, Mrs. J. L.
Tooker, Mrs. F. T. B. Feet, Miss Tierney, Miss Anna Rleve, Miss Clara
Miss Greenlee, Miss
Goldsmith,
Daniels and Miss Mildred Hornbein.
Tuesday Mrs. Lynch, Mrs. F M. Lyon, Mrs. Charles Kohn, Mrs. G. Kohn'
Miss Levy, Mrs. Tipton, Mrs. LaRue,
Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. Amsden, Mrs.
McClanahan, Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs.
W. P. Mills, Mrs. B. T. Mills, Mrs. A.
Mennett, Mrs. Slg Nahm, Mrs. W. N.
Rosenthal, Mrs. Charles Rosenthal,
Mrs. H. Raynolds, Mrs. E- - R. Russell,
Mrs. J. Stern, Mrs. Louis Stern, Mrs.
Harriett Sheldon, Mrs. E. B. Shaw,
Mrs. Tlsohler, Mrs. Johanna Vollmer,
Miss Mary Tipton, Mrs. J. H. York,
Mrs. E. J. McWenle, Mrs- - Ed Lewis,
Mrs..L. W. Ilfeld and Mrs. Albert
Stern.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
BROMO Quinine
Take LAXATIVE
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
Druggists refund money if it
on
each box. 25c
Is
ture
slgna-Tablet-

President,

Surplum

059,090.00

3

Like "little drops of water, little grains of sand,"
swell into largest of proportions when added to
gether. Bring a dollar here and put in this
Call it
ings bank.

B

1--

i

;

CUNNINGHAM,

FRANK SPR1NOER, Vice President,
D. T. HOSKINS, Caihler,
F. B. JANUARY, Asrt. Cashier.

0

Small Sums

l,

you' will use

J. M.

s.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

9

Save yon
If

TO OWNERS OF

San MiguelNational Bank

S

tid monep

of next week. Not later than a week
or ten days from today the Santa Fe
dam will come over here to install
the local lodge. The charter list here
a'ready contains the names of many
prominent men of Las Vegas. Mr.
Hockaday will remain here for some
time after the installation of the Las
Vegas dam for the purpose of assist
ing it In getting housed In its club

;

Hi

A Holiday Savings Account
'

Add to it little by little and time will tell the story.
Do it now, and we'll smile and be happy with you,
in years to come, when you're telling the story of a
.
your accumulated wealth.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

o
o
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the Town of Las Vegas to The Las
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it THE LOBBY
Vegas Gas and Coke Company, their
successors and assigns dated Novem may concern that the following deber 20th, 1889, granting for a term of scribed estray animal was taken up by
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
the undersigned, special master, un- Iron Works;
fifty years trom said date to said com J. Rafael Vald?z, Wagon Mound, N. M.
der and by virtue of a decree and
One dun colored mare about THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS-- HANDLED
Boiler No. 2, made by Fairbanks, pany, the right to erect poles and
'
stretch wires along the streets and 7 years old:
Judgment rendered in the District Morse and Company;
Court of the Fourth Judicial District
Branded
Boiler No. 3, made by the Erie City alleys of said town for the purpose of
1
f"
of the Territory of New Mexico, in Iron Works;
electric lighting; together with all the
On right hip
1
and for the county of San Miguel, on
No. 1 Westinghouse Compound En rights, privileges, powers and fran
Branded
i- -i
the 5th day of December, A. D. Ii08, gine, rated at
tff' SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
chises, which the Las Vegas Light and
power;
On left shoulder
of
on
docket
the
No.
6504,
in cause
fcn Fuel company acquired from the said
No.
2
Compound
Westinghouse
1
ComV
said court, entitled The Trust
Branded
The Las egaa Gas and Coke company
power;
gine, rated at
I
On left hip
Ben under foreclosure
pany of St, Louis county, trustee, vs.
and
No. 3. one enclosed
proceedings,
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M
Thursday, sleep at the eighth rum.
Las Vegas Railway and Power com- engine, rated at
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I used to He awake with rheumatic ject to the public use of said street. streets and alleys within "the town of threatened with pneumonia. One bot3 years old, left hind foot white.
about
comcomfort.
In
now
the
all
Tar
and
and
with
a
I
Foley
for
Las Vegas, New Mexico,
sleep
singular
period tle of Foley's Honey
Together
' pains Pills did
Branded
rsa
wonderful things for plant, improvements, buildings and of fifty years from the 1st day of pletely cured me." No opiates. Just
Kidney
O. T. FARLEY,
E
On left shoulder
G.
O.
Schaefer
now.
a reliable household medicine. O. G.
me." Try them
structures of every description there September, 1890.
Co.
and Red Cross Drug
Also a certain franchise granted by Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Said animal being unknown to this
on situate, and the appurtenances
REAL ESTATE thereunto belonging. Including- - the fol
lowing described machinery and plant,
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
PubUo notice is hereby given, that L
Boiler No. 1, made by the Erie City

MASTER'S SALE
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DIRECTORY
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Male and Female
Help Wanted
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For Sale
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For Rent
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I The Most Healing Drugs Known

1

.

to Medical Science

Are Obtained from the AMOLE ROOT
The Only Soap Factory in the World Today That Knows the
Secret Process of flaking Toilet Soap From This Root is the

AMOLE OAP CO
PEORIA, ILLINOIS

Amole Plain Soap
Amole Rose Soap

PULPIT
I

Choir Loft
CHURCH

I

OF THE IMMACULATE

Rabeyrolle,
CONCEPTION Adrian
pastor.
First mass at 7 a. m.; second mass
at 10 a. m. Sunday school in English
and Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at
1:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.

day excepted. Second mass 8:30,
sermon in English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane mass every fourth
Sunday by the pastor.
CHRISTIAN

SCIENCE

SOCIETY,
Regular services every Sunday morn-

ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer building. All are welcome.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL
Cor.
CHURCH
Eighth street and Na
for
Cathechism
English speaking
C. Anderson, pastor.
children on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on tional avenue,
at 9:45. Sermon by
school
10
Sunday
a. m.; for Spanish speakSaturday
4 p. m., and the pastor at 11. Junior League at 2:30
on
children
Thursday
ing
?. m.;
Ep worth League at 6:30;
on Saturday at 9 a. m.
m.

FIRST

evening preaching seivice at 7.: 30.
CHURCH
A cordial Invitation is extended to
FIRST. CHRISTIAN
Services
Pastor.
who have no other place of wot
ill
Wilbur
Rose,
J.
held in A. O. U. W. hall, on Eighth ship to attend divine services at this
Btreet, between Douglas and Lincoln. church.
n
Teaching service, 10 a. m.; preach-iBAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
Endeavor
Christian
11 a. m. Junior
3 p. m. Y. P. S. of C. E. 6:30 p. m. venue and Sixth Street.
PreaMns 7:30 p. m. Siecial music. Sunday school 9:45 a. m.; morning
service 11:00 a. m.; B. Y. P. U., 6:30
The public cordially invited.
p. m.; evening service, 7:30 p. m.
SOR
The Rev. O. P. Miles of St. Louis,
OF
LADY
CHURCH OF OUR
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor Mo., will occupy the pulpit.
The public is cordially invited to
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
any or all services.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas

Cleanses the System

effectually; Dispels
colds and Headaches.
due to constipation.
Best for men, women
and children: young
and old.
Toqet its Beneficial
note

the
effects, always
name of the Company,

(mmmfaSwpQ.
on the
plainly printed
front ofevery package
of

the Genuine

venue and Tenth street
Morning worship and sermon at 11
o'clock. Bible Study and Sunday
school session at 9:45 a. m. Young
People's Society at 7 p. m.
The church extends a most hearty
Invitation to all people.
Strangers
and 'sojourners in the city especially
welcome.

ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
National avenue and Elerhth street
Rev.

J.

S. Moore,

pasU, .

Sexageeima, February 19, 1911,
Holy Communion 7:30; Sunday school
9:45; morning prayer and sermon
11:00. Friday, St Matthias'
Day,
Holy Communion 10:30.
This church is open daily for pri
vate prayer and meditation.

The Hon. Whitlaw Reid is an au
thority on Talleyrand and has written
an Introduction to Talleyrand's mem
oirs.

Amole Shampoo
Amole R.ose Cream

All Dealei
107 British and American sailors and
marines lost their lives, three of the
seven being officers. His death was
due to his determination to stand by

NEW DESTROYER

NAMED FOR

hie wounded comrade,
Lieutenant
Philip V. Lansdale, U. S. N., who
commanded the American detachment
of 59' men. When last seen alive
be was defending his wounded comrade single-handeagainst a horde of
savages.

A

NAVAL HERO

B

You Owe It to Your Family

d

LAUNCHING OF THE MONAGHAN
AT NEWPORT NEWS MADE
NOTABLE

BOARDMAN-MUN-

EVENT

Newport News, Va., Feb. 18. Amid
the shouts of several thousand spec
of handker
tators, the fluttering
chiefs, and the blowing of whistles,
the torpedo boat destroyer Monaghan
was launched today at the shipyard
of the Newport News Shipbuilding
The launching took place
company.
circumstances.
under
auspicious
When the army of workers knocked
the last shores from the cradle of
the vessel, Miss Ellen Monaghan of
Spokane, Wash., sister of the late
Ensign J. P. Monaghan, in whose honor
the destroyer is named, grasped the
American champagne,
of
bottle
wrapped in the Stars and Stripes,
and crashing it upon the vessel's bow,
exclaimed in a loud and firm tone:
"I christen thee Monaghan." Many
naval officers and representatives of
the navy department at Washington,
witnessed the launching.
The naming of the new destroyer
after the late Ensign John P. Mona
ghan commemorates one of the brav
est acts in the history of the Ameri
can navy. Ensign Monaghan was a
Spokane boy. He lost hla life in an
engagement with the Samoans near
Apia, Samoa, April 1, 1899, in which
seven members of an allied force of

tt
jr

r-

N EA1

this place, writes: "I don't believe
I would be living today, if it hadn't
been for Cardul. I lay in bed for 27
days, and the doctor came every day,
but be did me no good. Finally, he
advised an operation, but I would not
consent, and instead took Cardul.
Now I am going about the house, doing my work, and even do my washing. Cardul worked wonders in my
case. I am in better health than for
five years." Cardul Is a strengthen-intonic for women. It relieves pain,
tones up the nerves, builds strength.
Try it. At your druggist's."

THREE DAY

r
11

4 LIQUOR HABIT

&

RE

Offers You the Opportunity
THE NEAL TREATMENT IS THE
ADMINISTRATION

OF AN

ABSO-

LUTELY HARMLESS MEDICINE OF
PURELY VEGETABLE ORIGIN, DISPENSED BY TRAINED NURSES, IN
CHARGE
OF COMPETENT DOCTORS. THIS MEDICINE IS TAKEN
INTERNALLY, WITHOUT
INJECTIONS. IF YOU SO
DESIRE WE WILL BE PLEASED
TO HAVE YOU COME TO OUR INSTITUTE IN CHARGE OF YOUR
FAMILY PHYSICIAN; HE CAN SEE
YOU STARTED ON YOUR TREAT- -

MIGHT NOT BE ALIVE
McMinnville, Tenn. Mrs. Ocie Jett,
of

HYPO-DERMI-

C

EITHER REMAIN AT
THE INSTITUTE OR RETURN AT
THE END OF THE THIRD DAY; IF
MENT

AND

YOU BOTH ARE NOT FULLY SATTHAT WE HAVE CURED
ISFIED
AND ENTIRELY REMOVED
YOU
YOUR DESIRE FOR STIMULANTS,
YOUR MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED. THE PRINCIPLE UPON WHICH
THE NEAL TREATMENT WORKS
SYS-TEIS TO ELIMINATE FROM THE
POISON
THE 8T0RED UP
AFWHICH HAS ACCUMULATED
TER THE CONTINUED USE OF
ALCOHOL.

For Full Particulars Address

g

v
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THE

WEDDING

Washington, Feb. 18. At one of the
most fashionable weddings the capital has seen this winter Miss Carrie
Louise Munn, who was at one time
to
Theodore
engaged
reported
Roosevelt, jr., this afternoon became
the bride of Reginald Boardman, a
member of one of the leading famThe wedding cereilies of Boston.
mony was performed at St Johns
Episcopal church by tihe rector, the
Rev. Roland Cotton Smith, D. D. Following the ceremony at the church
there was a large reception at the
home of the bride's mother, Mrs.
Charles A. Munn, in Scott Circle.

The greatest crisis in a woman's life
Is when first she becomes a mother.
H I I XI V "JT
I
All the physical strength of her
II
V
II
'
nature is demanded at such times,
and it is necessary that her system
1,8 thoroughly prepared for the event,
Tv II TUT TTIi, II J)
lYI
In order that her health be preserved
ID (L.I II
for future years. Mother's Friend
A "HCL JL ii. 11JU ffiiS
Is woman's safest reliance; it is a medicine for external use, composed of oils
and other ingredients v'lich assist nature in all necessary physical changes of
the system. Its regular use before the coming of baby prepares the muscles
and tendons for the unusual strain, aids in expanding the skin and flesh fibres,
and strengthens all the membranes and tissues. Mother's Friend lessons the pain
and danger at the crisis, and leaves
the mother in such healthful condition that her recovery is always
rapid and, natural. Mother's Friend
Is sold at drug stores. Write for our
free book for expectant mothersi
BBASFtELD REGULATOR CO,'
Atlanta, Ga.
--

OBE

Us

'

Mothers
HFrieHd

NEAL INSTITUTE
512 N. Second Street
--

.

Retail Prices:- -

lbs, or more,

each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
'1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 10 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
SO lbs., to 200 lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
2,000

Less than

Albuquerque, N. M.

WILLIAMSON
HAFFNER.CD.
ENGRAVERS-PRINTER-

S

60 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.'

AQUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity aad
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
Douglas Avenue.

JXESNVTsF,

CXQ
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Fresh Pickled Tripe
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No long waits
shop.

cial attention to beginners.

Central

Hotel

THE STORE THAFS ALWAYS BUSY

Wanted A lady solicitor who 3peakg
English and Spanish. Call at 710
,
Grand avenue. '
sign
Automobile, carriage and
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

Phone Main 193 or Main 194

George Sohoeny, formerly foreman
of The Optic's composing room, is
reported as Beriously ill at his home.

ATTEND THE
t

Romero 'a Big fiI

id-Win-ter

Carnival Ball
22

AT THE DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

8 7.0

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
Cashier

As't Cashier

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

W e are the Seed and Plant People
Our knowledge of Gardening makes it possible to
select the Best Seed for this climate and we want to
tell you how to get the best results.

Store Phone Main

Ranch Phone

462,

1

& Son

Perry Onion

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store
Rolls,

Some of the best talent in Las Vegas will assist In the concert, to be
There will be plenty of things go
given in the auditorium, of the Nor- ing on next week. Wednesday evening
mal, February 23.
the E. Romero's Washington's Birthday dance occurs. On the same af
Miss Madeline Kelly, who is emternoon there will be a big celebration
ployed In the office of County Trea- by, the various educational Institu
surer E. Romero, was ill today and tions of the
city In the Normal audi
unable to be at work.
torium. Thursday evening the Methodist ladies will give a musical at the
Al1 taking part in the Fairy play
Normal while the ladies of the church
given by the Catholic ladies will meet of the Imaculate Conception will give
on
Sixth street
at the W. O. W. hall
a social and danoe in O. R. C. hall
Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
and the Commercial club will give a
dance in its quarters in the Masonic
Doloritas Romero, aged 16, of Agua
temple.
Zarca, and Enrique Crespin, aged 21,
were
of Las Vegas,
yesterday granted
Instead of waiting for rain or snow
at the court house a license to wed.
the fanners in the neighborhood of
Chicken dinner White Kirjheu T. Optimo plowed the fields early in
cents. Try it. January, according to A. C. Hiatt.
morrow. Twenty-fiv- e
They believe this is the better plan
On account of the storm the Boy to follow. As soon as the snow melts
Scouts gave up their trip Into the on the plowed fields they can be raked
foothills today. Instead they partici- and harrowed easily in such a manpated in scouts' training work at the ner as to conserve the moisture. The
same plan was followed at Wagon
Y. M, C. A.
Mound. Mr. Hiatt says the Optimo
The concert to be given in the audi farmers are delighted with the storm.
torium of the Normal the 23rd of FebThere will be a union temperance
ruary promises to be a delightful af
fair. Admission 25 and 15c. Remem- meeting at the First Methodist Epis
copal church tomorrow evening at
ber the date.
30 under the auspices of the W. C. T.
We are closing out silk dress trim- U. The Rev. O. P. Miles of the Bap
'
ming at cost, up to date in every re tist church, will deliver an address
spect. Ladies Interested will save upon temperance and the Hev. Norman
money by buying now. ROMERO Skinner will pay a tribute to the mem
MERCANTILE CO.
ory of Frances Willard. Other pastors of the city will take part also
Rev, 0, P. Miles will preach at 11 in the services.
a. m. at the Baptist church tomorrow.
All members of this church and others
Here is the way the Albuquerque
are especially requested to be pres- high school girls' team lined up last
ent, as business of Importance is to night in its game with, the Las Vegas
be attended to. Sunday school will ,High school girls:
Lorene Switzer
be held at the usual hour.
and Lora Cartwright, centers; Margaret Franklin and Eunice Myers, forThe E. Romero's are making great wards; Tessle Hartman and Edythe
preparations for their big parade to Clark, guards. The lineup was slight
be given Wednesday afternoon for ly changed for the game with the
their big Normal girls this afternoon.
the purpose of advertising
'
dance in the evening. Two orchestras have been engaged for the dance.
Half way between the business cen
The band will play for the parade.
ters of East Las Vegas and its sister
city is a small one story frame house.
The street department did efficient The snow was shoveled frfom the walk
service today in cleaning oft the cross in front of It a
good many hours bewalks. Men were sent out early in fore such work was done in front of
the morning with shovels. They were many of the largest and handsomest
kept at work all day, being obliged residences in town.
to clean off the same crossings several times. Their work made walk
O. L. Gregory will tomorrow celeing much more easy for those who brate his
seventieth birthday. He has
were obliged to be on the street.
made application for an increase in
pension, in accordance with the provisions governing age limits. Mr.
A COMPLETE LINE OF
Gregory at present receives ?12 a
month. Under a new ruling he is en'
titled to $15.
Gordon-Dilworl- h

PRESESVED AND BRAN-DIEGOODS AT COST

Preserved Strawberries,
Preserved Red Cherries,
Preserved Red Raspberries,
Preserved Figs,
Preserved Canton Ginger,
Bitter Orange Mamalade.
Brandied Figs,
Brandied Cherries,
Brandied Pears,

,

Pan

Cinamon
Crescent
Poppy Seed
CAKES, Layer
Angel Food

Sherry
(
Port
Calf's Foot Jelly
(
and

Gold, Loaf

Wine, Raisen

...

Cognal

)

COOKIES, Sugar

Ginger, Cocoanut
Cup,

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

Today the bell hops at the Casta-nedblossomed out in the new Fred
Harvey uniform prescribed for their
use. Their uniform is of 'an olive
drab color similar to that used by the
regular army, except that a tinge of
gray runs through its weave. Instead of the rows of glaring brass buttons that formerly adorned the blue
uniforms of the hops the coats are
fastened with hooks and eyes under a
narrow black braid. The coats are
cut on an English design and are
trimmed In narrow braid. The uniforms are much more modest and re
fined in appearance than those former
ly worn.

D

276.

the IJflllUll 1 nnnne
goto
for
UUUUJ THE
BEST OF daifdv
BREAD of all kinds

.22,1

We are Agents for

i

,

The Royal
Tailors

a

S. M. Brame, violin Instructor, spe-

2 POUNDS FOR 25 CENTS

-

FIRE CO.

Two Orchestras, Continuous Music. Several Distinct and New
Features. Something doing: every minute. Cake Walks, Merry
Widow Prize Waltz, Clowns Contest, Crowning of King and Queen,
300 extra chairs already arranged for.

the bar at Long's

The White Kitchen la now open a,I
night. Short orders and mei'i.

Old English Style Mince Meat

E. D. RAYNOLDS, - HALLETT RAYNOLDS,

FEBRUARY

Euffet.

MRS. FISH BACK'S

&

midwinter Carnival Ball

at Nolette's barber

Old Crow sold over

6 FOR 25 CENTS

ESTABLISH ED"!

THE E. ROMERO HOSE

V

mal.

Pickled Pigs Feet

FEBRUARY

Interest
to Men

Before

PER POUND 20 CENTS

Em

Of

Bigger, Brighter, Better
Than Ever

LOCAL NEWS
Hon. Ground ' Hog is vindicated.
r
i ;
at
23rd
the Nor
Concert February

READY TO SERVE

Ik

,

Fruit

Macaroons
Kisses, Pies

We Always Have the Best of Everything Eatable at

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store

I. H. STE

ill.

PURE THING8 TO EAT

it

X

Try Our Flat

Premier Makers
of
Cloths to Measure

Work Service
see for yourself what a
wonderful convenience it is.
Send us your sheets, pillow
slips, table cloths, napkins,
towels, handkerchiefs, etc

And

These w- - will wash and iron,
and return to you all ready for
use. They will be washed cleaner and Ironed much better than
If done at home or by a washerwoman. Besides think of the
work and bother we save you.

We give an absolute
guarantee of good fit,
workmanship and style
NO CONDITIONS-Mo- ney
refunded if not

satisfactory Every yard
of goods guaranteed to
be ALL WOOL.

GREEN BERG ER
A

Square Deal"

Our prices are reasonable so

it will cost you but very little
each week.

Try the service next week.

We are Letting

Go!!!

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

Comforts and Blankets at

SEEKS WHEREABOUTS

Just at a Time When

i

Off

You Need Them

OF MISSING BROTHER
WHAT WAS THE FATE OF JOHN
L.

WHO
CAME
WEST IN 1884?

MOREAU,

J.

JOHNSEN

C.
'

& SON

'Complete Furnishe rs u i the Home"

What was the fate of John L..Mo- reau? Does anybody in San Miguel
county remember him? If so, did he
come to a violent end or is he still
alive peacefully ignorant of the fact
that his relatives, anxious lest he may
.
have become the victim of foul dealings, is making a systematic search
Anthracite. Coal, all sizes. Steam Coal.
of New Mexico in an effort to gain
some tidings of the wanderer?
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
B. M. Moreau of Olustee, Okla., is
the man who most desires to locate
Moreau. The latter Is a brother of
Foot
Main Si.
Phono Main 21
the Oklahoma man. He has not been
heard from since 1884, a year after his
coming to New Mexico. In an effort
to find his brother the Oklahoma
Moreau has sent postal cards to the
sheriffs and postmasters of the terri
tory. One of the postals, which was
received today by Sheriff Secundino
Romero, reads as follows:
"Olustee, Okla., Feb. 14. 1911.
"I am sending out 100 postcards to
as many different postofflces in New
Mexico to see if I can find out about
a man being killed on a cattle ranch
out there vby the name of Moreau
some time ago, or not far from the
first of the year; or has there been a
man by the name of John L. Moreau
getting mall at your office? The man
about whom information is desired A.
U. W. MERGES
Is about 53 years old. I had a broth
THIS WEEK ONLY
er who left home about the year 1883
W1THAMERICANS
and he wrote for about a year, since
which time we have lost all trace of
him, except that he was in the west COLORADO
LODGE
LOSES
ITS
somewhere, . If you can give me any
PROSPER6US
NAME
TO
YOUNG
Information regarding him, please do
FRATERNAL SOCIETY
so and I will remunerate you. I you
can give no information yourself,
l Si; '
A beautiful dish
Dmver, Feb. 18. The Ancient Or
WANTED TO TRADE A good 160 please post this card in the lobby of
each half
der of United Workmen Of Colorado
acres with buildings, only four the postoffice.
"B.
MOREAU."'
M.
pound
package
miles from town, for a residence In
yesterday perfected a merger with a
f
of our famous
the city of equal value. Harris
fraternal beneficiary , society known
UNRIVALED
How's This?
Keai Estate Company.
4t
as
The Americans, with headquarters
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that in San Francisco and including branchNOTICE
cannot be cured by Halls Catarrn
To All whom it May Concern,
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. es in, Idaho, Oregon, Washington and
We. the undersigned, nave known r. California. The' merger has been apNotice is hereby given to all whom
J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and proved by the grand officers of both
it may concern that John ti. fork and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
is now being submitted to
Catherine Mackel, th
undersigned business transactions and financially ledges and
were on the 30th day of January, A. D, able to carry out any obligations made a referendum vote of Its members for
ratification.
1911, appointed executors of the es by his firm.
KINNAN & MARVIN,
The consolidated societies will take
tate of John. B. Mackel, deceased. All WALDING.
O
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo,
tho
name, of the Americans, the latter
persons having claims agalst the said
Hall'a Catarrh Cure is taken inter
AT
John B. Mackel, deceased, must pre nally, acting directly upon the blood assuming all outstanding obligations
or
O.
tne
U.
A.
W.
of
mucous
system.
surfaces
the
The
and
amalgama
sent them within the time prescribed
Testimonials sent free. Price 75c per tion of the two orders; will bring the
by law.
all
Sold
druggists.
hottle.
by
of the, Americans
total membe-shi- p
Hunker & Hunker, attorneys for the
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
THE COFFEE MAN
to over the 6,000 mark.
estate.
pation.
Tho Ancient Order of United
JOHN H. YORK,
P. S. See Display in North Window
of1 Colorado has been an inde
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
CATHERINE MACKEL,
...
In the wood. Direct from distillery pendent organization for the last four
Exectuors.
years. It withdrew from the national
io you. At the Lobby, of course.
Tony Faust Budwelser beer is
body on account of a financial con'Rev. Charles H. Parkhurst is an
on
the
was
in
which
it
tap at the Opera Bar and Is one
alleged
troversy
bourbon
Old
of
a
Taylor
authority on Sankrit and has transTry dram
finest draft been served over
the
of
sum
of
owed
a
money
heavy
lated many Sanskrit documents' Into at the Opera Bar. Served from bar latter
In the city.
bar
Colorado
branch.
to
tho
any
reis on the bar,
.
,
English.

Wholesale

and Retail

SCREENED

cds LUMP

D. IV. CONDON

of

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.

Phone MeJn 227,
0.

Given Away

FREE
with

JAPAN TEA

25c

;

BOUCHER'S

it

I

;

